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Chapter 3  Pronominal System 

 

Besides nouns, another means to manifest participants in events is through 

pronominal systems.  The pronominal systems can be classified into three categories: 

personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and interrogative pronouns.  Personal 

pronouns will be the focus in this study and the other two will be discussed along with 

relevant issues.   

Like other Formosan languages, the pronominal forms in Tona Rukai are 

differentiated in person, number and case to manifest the semantic properties and 

grammatical relations of participants in events.  

This chapter is organized as follows.  First, the previous studies on pronominal 

systems in Tona Ruaki will be reviewed.  Second, the usage of each set of pronouns 

will be demonstrated.  Third, some idiosyncratic features will be discussed. 

 

3.1 Literature Review 

The pronominal system in Tona Rukai has been discussed in Li (1977, 1996b, 

1997a, 1997b), Zeitoun (1995, 2003) and Huang et al. (1999b).  Although there have 

been seven relevant studies in the literature, six of them (except for Li 1997a) belong 

to cross-linguistic/cross-dialectal studies, which investigate eight to ten other 

Formosan languages or five other Rukai dialects at the same time.  Although they 

contribute to providing a general picture of Tona Rukai, there is still much room left 

to be investigated.  Besides, several disagreements exist among different studies.  

Therefore, this section will first review these studies.  As mentioned above, most of 

the studies investigate cross-linguistic issues.  This literature review will present 

only those related to Tona Rukai although some other dialects or Formosan languages 
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or reconstruction may be also discussed in these papers. 

 

Table 3.1 Personal pronouns of Tona Rukai in the previous studies 

        Study 
Label 

Li 
(1977) 

Zeitoun 
(1995)

Li 
(1996b)

Li 
(1997a)

Huang  
et al. 

(1999b) 

Zeitoun 
(2003) 

Person (1st, 2nd, 3rd)       
Number 

(sg. vs. pl.) 
      

No number 
distinction in 3rd 

person 
      

inc. vs. excl. 
in 1st pl. 

      

vis. vs. inv. 
in 3rd person 

      
       
Dep. vs. 

Ind.1 
      

Free vs. 
Bound 

      Nom. 

Long vs. 
Short 

      

No 3rd person 
Dep./bound/short 

Nom. 
      

No 3rd person inv. 
bound/short Nom.

      
       

Accusative       
Oblique              

Possessive       
Genitive              

Free       
Topic       

 

                                                 
1 Abbreviations: Dep: dependent; Ind: independent. 
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Table 3.1 summarizes the sets of personal pronouns in Tona Rukai reported in 

previous studies.  The exact sets of personal pronouns are listed in Appendix B, in 

which the differences between successive studies in each table are marked in boldface 

to show the development of the analysis in the pronominal system of Tona (Rukai). 

Among these studies, the pronominal system presented in Li (1977) is listed in 

an appendix for comparison of personal pronouns in five Rukai dialects.  The goals 

of this paper are to identify cognates and reconstruct a phonological system of 

Proto-Rukai and then to determine its internal relationships.  The personal pronouns 

are merely listed for comparison without further discussion.  Li (1997b) is a 

typological study of the case marking in Formosan languages.  The sets of pronouns 

in Rukai dialects are not listed; readers may refer to Li (1996b) for details.  Except 

for these two papers, the others briefly present the main characteristics of personal 

pronouns in Tona Rukai.  The following will review these relevant issues. 

 

3.1.1  Phonological Attrition 

Zeitoun (1995) reports that -an and -a in oblique pronouns indicate a 

phonological change, n- > Ø/ a__#.  Compared with the other Rukai dialects, Budai 

marks the oblique case only with -an and Maga and Tanan with only -a while Tona 

allow both -an and -a.  Such variations in Tona reveal one of the past phonological 

changes in Rukai. 

 

3.1.2  Morphological Shapes 

Zeitoun (1995) indicates that Tona Rukai resembles other Formosan languages  

in the distinction between visibility and invisibility, between inclusive and exclusive 

first person pronouns, and in the lack of gender designation and bound nominative 

third person pronouns.  Both Zeitoun (1995) and Huang et al. (1999b) report that the 
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third person nominative pronouns are derived from demonstratives. 

In Li (1997a), the first person inclusive pronouns include two forms, dual and 

plural according to his two consultants.  However, there is no dual 1PI pronoun 

according to our consultants.  Although the form kiti ‘dual 1PI.Nom’ in Li (1996b) 

does occur in the corpus examined, it appears to be the variant of kita ‘1PI.Nom’ as 

will be presented in Section 3.9.3.  

Huang et al. (1999b) remark that the pronouns are divided into two classes, free 

and bound.  According to their distribution, free pronouns, consisting of more than 

one syllable, may occur in more than one position in a sentence and denote various 

semantic roles.  On the other hand, bound pronouns are fixed in their syntactic 

distribution and are treated as affixes in Rukai since no phonological evidence (ie. 

stress shift or weak stress) can be found.  

 

3.1.3  Case Marking 

Zeitoun (1995, 2003) presents that the pronouns in all Rukai dialects except 

for Mantauran have ko-/ki- mark nominative case and -a(n) oblique case, which can 

be also found in full noun phrases.  Li (1997a) reports the same observation and 

states that this pronominal case marking corresponds to the nominal one in his 

analysis.  However, according to the analysis of the present study, the case marker ko 

is not restricted to nominative nouns2.  Actually, case marking in pronouns does not 

fully correspond to that in full noun phrases. 

 

 

 

3.1.4  Free/Long Nominative Forms and Topicalization 
                                                 
2 Please refer to Chapter 2. 
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Zeitoun (1995) reports that the free nominative forms in southeastern dialects 

occur only in the preverbal position to indicate emphathy while those in Tona and 

Maga can appear in both preverbal and postverbal positions with a prefix a- in Tona 

and i- in Maga in the preverbal position.  Besides, all the dialects except for 

Mantauran allow only long forms to be topicalized. 

Li (1996b) states that free pronouns occur after verbs as Nominatives while they 

appear before verbs as Topic in Tanan and Budai (Rukai).  However, the third person 

free forms occur only in the pre-verbal position, which is found in Budai but actually 

contradicts the findings in the Tona Texts3.  Concerning bound nominative pronouns, 

long forms are used as topic or nominative.  These functions seem to partially 

overlap with that of free pronouns but they are treated as different sets, which is 

somewhat confusing if Tona is extracted to be the focus.  This chapter will clarify 

such confusion in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4 discussing free nominative and topic 

pronouns.  In addition, long forms may cooccur with short forms, which can be 

found in Budai, Tanan and also in Tona (See Section 3.13).  

Li (1997a) adds that long nominative forms can be attached by mi- in the future 

time frame and by a- when they are preposed to the sentence-initial position as the 

topic, which is confirmed in the corpus studied.  

Zeitoun (2003) has a set of topic pronouns prefixed with a-.  This treatment is 

not adopted in the present study.  The reasons will be discussed in Section 3.4. 

 

 

 

 

3.1.5  Modal Information Designated by Short Nominative Forms 
                                                 
3 Please refer to Section 3.3 on free nominative pronouns. 
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Short nominative forms in Tona and Maga carry modal information including 

wish, order and volition (Zeitoun 1995) or “controlled volitionality/modality” 

(Zeitoun 2003).  Li (1996b) further specifies the meanings in different persons: 

“desiderative” for the first person, a command for the second person and a request for 

the first person inclusive.   

Short nominative pronouns are attached before the verb stems.  However, in Li 

(1997a), the one for the first person inclusive –mita occurs after verbs, which is not 

discussed at all.  Actually, the current study found that the form mita can be analyzed 

as m(i)-ita ‘will-1PI.Gen’, which is not another form of the 1PI.Nom pronoun as will 

be discussed in Section 3.7.2.  

Besides, the treatment of ni- is different.  In Li (1997a), it is the short 

nominative form for the third person visible pronoun, both singular and plural, 

whereas it is only for the “singular visible” in Huang et al. (1999b) although number 

is not distinctive in other third person pronouns.  This gap will be filled in the 

present study. 

 

3.1.6  Accusative/Oblique Pronouns 

As Li (1996b, 1997a) indicates, accusative forms are free, serving as objects of 

verbs.  The term “oblique” is used by the other researchers except for Li to indicate 

their ability to manifest various non-subject roles, which may semantically manifest 

patients, location, beneficiary etc. but can be marked differently in other Formosan 

languages such as Saisiyat. (Huang et al. 1999b)  The present study adopts the label 

“oblique” for the same reason. 
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3.1.7  Genitive Pronouns 

Genitive pronouns are bound, suffixed to nouns to designate the possessors in 

possessive noun phrases.  Besides, they are attached to a question marker nia- in 

interrogative sentences (Li 1996, 1997a) or wh-words except for kogian/nogian 

‘when’ (Li 1997a), and they serve as the subject of the subordinate clauses (temperal) 

(Zeitoun 2003). 

 

3.1.8  Ordering of Pronouns 

A cross-dialectal generalization reported in Zeitoun (1995, 2003) shows the 

following ordering: (1) first and second person nominative/oblique pronouns always 

precede full lexical noun phrases; (2) agents (Nom Or Gen in Mantauran) always 

precede patients (Obl) (reported in Li 1997a as well); (3) agents can be preposed in 

sentence-initial position but patients can not; (4) the distribution of third person 

nominative pronouns resembles that of full lexical noun phrases.  Basically, the 

present study agrees with this ordering but some modification needs to be made 

concering the rules (2) and (3). (See Section 3.3.1 discussing the word order when the 

semantic role does not match the syntactic role as in passive sentences, and Section 

3.4 regarding the semantic roles of the topic.)  

Huang et al. (1999b) report that when free pronouns cooccur, it is the semantic 

role that decides the word order but the exact order is not stated out.  This issue will 

be discussed in Section 3.8. 

 

3.1.9  Case Realization of the Experiencers of Some Stative Verbs 

Previous studies including Saillard (1995, 1997), Zeitoun (1995, 2003), and Li 

(1996,1997a) have presented that a non-volitional and affected first person subject of 

some stative verbs (e.g. sick, happy, hungry etc.) can be marked either in the 
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nominative or oblique/accusative case in the three northern dialects, Tona, Maga and 

Mantauran.  In Li (1996b), accusative pronouns are reported to be used more often 

than nominative ones for these verbs.  The present study confirms these observations 

and provides further related findings as will be shown in Section 3.6.2 concerning 

experiencers of some stative verbs. 

 

3.1.10 Case Contrast in the Possessive Relation of Kinship and Non-kinship 

Zeitoun (1995) reports that Tona and Maga mark the possessor in inalienable 

possession (restricted to kinship) as oblique and those in alienable possession as 

genitive while the other dialects do not make such a distinction, marking all the 

possessors as genitive.  Li (1996b) makes the same observation and further restricts 

the kinship terms to those related to one’s own or older generations.  The present 

study confirms these observations and provides further related findings, which will be 

shown in Section 3.6.3. 

 

3.2 Sets of Personal Pronouns in the Current Study 

The pronominal system in the data examined is presented in the following  

table.   
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Table 3.2 Sets of personal pronouns in Tona (Rukai) 

Nominative             Case  
 Person   

Topic
Free Bound 

Oblique Genitive 

1st sg. kak ko- (na)koa -(i)li 
2nd sg. koso so- mosoa -(i)so 

Inclusive kita ta- mitia -(i)ta 
1st pl. 

Exclusive kinam nam- namia -(i)nam 

2nd pl. komo mo- moan -(i)mo 
Visible kini ni- nian -(i)ni 

3rd sg./pl. 
Invisible  kia ni- ian -(i)a 

 

As Table 3.2 shows, this system is roughly the same as that reported in Huang et 

al. (1999b) except for an additional label-Topic, a different form of the bound 2S.Nom 

pronoun, and a filled gap of the 3rd person invisible bound nominative pronoun.  

In terms of case, Tona Rukai has three sets of pronouns: nominative, oblique and 

genitive as reported in previous studies.  Nominative pronouns are further divided 

into two subsets: free and bound.  Besides, free nominative pronouns also function 

as topic.   

Like most Formosan languages, the first person plural pronouns can be further 

divided into two sets: (1) inclusive, which includes the speaker and the addressee(s), 

and (2) exclusive, which excludes addressee(s).  The third person pronouns do not 

make distinction in number while the first and second person pronouns do have 

distinctive singular and plural forms.  Besides, visibility further divides the third 

person pronouns into two subsets: visible and invisible, which is also found in other 

dialects of Rukai and Tsou, but not in the other Formosan languages (Huang et al. 

1999b). 
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3.3 Free Nominative Pronouns 

The first set of pronouns illustrated is free nominative ones.  They are labeled 

as free because they can appear alone.  See example (1b). 

 
(1)a. nani-ni       y-a-kay   aii? 
    [who-3S.Gen  at-Real-this inside] 
    ‘Who is inside?’ 
  b. kak 
    [1S.Nom] 
    ‘It’s me.’ (an answer to (1a)) 
 

As can be seen in (1b), free nominative pronouns can stand alone serving as the 

answer to the who-question in (1a).  Therefore, they are independent/free 

morphemes. 

Free nominative pronouns may serve as the subject or the topic.  As the subject, 

their distribution is either after the predicate or the future marker mi.  This section 

illustrates their functions in matrix clauses and complement clauses.  When serving 

as the topic, they appear in the pre-predicate position. 

 

3.3.1  Subject in the Post-predicate Position 

Free nominative pronouns occur after predicates, either nominal or verbal, 

designating the subject in a sentence.  By definition, subject is “the only nominal 

argument of a single-argument (or intransitive) clause” or “the most agent-like 

argument of a multi-argument (or transitive) clause”. (Payne 1997:133-134)  Besides, 

“a prototypical agent is conscious, acts with volition (on purpose) and performs an 

action that has a physical, visible effect.” (Payne 1997:49)  Consider the following 

examples: 
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(2)a. ipolo   kak 
 [Ipolo   1S.Nom] 

‘I am Ipolo.’     
 

  b. w-a-iiak             kak. 
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-jump  1S.Nom] 

‘I jumped.’                             (Tona Dictionary, < iiak>,ms.) 
 

c. w-a-kan             kak    na   doo 
[Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat  1S.Nom  Obl  cooked food] 
‘I eat rice/ I am eating.’                    (Tona Dictionary, <kan>, p.32) 

 

This set of pronouns designates the only participant in a nominal sentence, where 

no verb occurs as in (2a), and also in an intransitive sentence as in (2b), where the 

participant is conscious, has the ability to control the action and the action results in a 

visible change of position.  In a transitive sentence like (2c), the boldfaced pronoun 

designates the participant who acts with volition and whose action has a physical 

effect on the other participant “cooked food”.  This set of pronouns is thus analyzed 

as nominative because they designate prototypical agents, the subject in a sentence.  

In addition to the semantic role of agent, they may also designate experiencers in a 

state as shown in (3a) below or in cognition process as in (3b). 

 
(3)a. maloay-a          kak 

 [Stat.Fin:full-already  1S.Nom] 
 ‘I’m already full.’    
 

  b. w-a-igoo            kak    nian 
 [Act.Dy.Fin-Real-know 1S.Nom  3S.Obl] 
‘I know him.’                           (Tona Dictionary, <igoo>, p.28) 

 

The distribution of free nominative pronouns is rather fixed in the post-predicate 

position, unlike noun phrases that may change word order without causing confusion 

in meanings (see Section 2.6).  First, nominative pronouns always precede oblique 

ones as in (4a), an active sentence and in (4b), a passive sentence.  Second, the 
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nominative pronoun always precedes the other noun-phrase argument as in (4c). 

 
(4)a. w-a-igoo              kak    nian 

[Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-know  1S.Nom  3S.Obl] 
‘I know him.’                           (Tona Dictionary, <igoo>, p.28) 
 

  a’. * w-a-igoo            nian   kak 
[ Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-know  3S.Obl  1S.Nom ] 
 

  b. ky-a-akoloo               kak    mosoa 
    [Pass-Real-Dyn.NFin:frighten  1S.Nom  2S.Obl] 
    ‘You frightened me!’                  (Tona Dictionary, <akoloo>, p.62) 
 
  b’. * ky-a-akoloo             mosoa   kak 

[Pass-Real-Dyn.NFin:frighten  2S.Obl  1S.Nom ] 
 

  c. madalam    kak    ipol-an 
    [Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom  Ipolo-Obl] 
    ‘I like Ipolo.’   
 
  c’. *madalam   ipol-an   kak 
     [Stat.Fin:like  Ipolo-Obl  1S.Nom] 
 

The examples above show that free nominative pronouns always immediately 

follow the predicates.  However, if the future marker mi occurs in a sentence, it will 

precede nominative pronouns.  Consider the following examples. 

 
(5)a. …no-davac-a             mi-kak… 
    [ will-Dyn.NFin:leave-already  will-1S.Nom] 
    ‘…I am leaving….’                               (Tona Texts, 04-003-b) 
 
  b. n(o)-ya           m-ita-a            pat-an… 
    [will-Dyn.NFin:so  will-1PI.Gen-already  Pangetede-Obl ] 

‘What shall we do for Pangetede? …’                (Tona Texts, 01-002-a) 
 

Like genitive pronouns in (5b), which can never stand alone, appearing after the 

future marker mi, the nominative pronoun in (5a) follows mi instead of the verb.  

However, the distribution of nominative pronouns does not completely resemble that 
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of genitive ones.  Compare (5b) and the following example. 

 
(6) w-a-kan-a              kak 
  [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat-already 1S.Nom] 
  ‘I’ve already eaten.’ 

 

In (5b), the genitive pronouns -ita precedes the perfective suffix -a4 while the 

nominative pronoun kak in (6) follows -a.  Besides, example (7) shows that 

phonological assimilation between mi and nominative pronouns. 

 
(7) no       doo-iso              booto         nakay  ka 

[when.Fut  Dyn.Subj:can-2S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:burst  this   Top 
  no-doo            mo-koso     sapalaan  koay  valak-ili… 

will-Dyn.NFin:can  will-2S.Nom  marry     that    child-1S.Gen ] 
‘When you succeed in bursting (it), you will marry my child.’ 

(Tona Texts, 10-009-g, revised) 
 

The morpheme mi changes into mo when followed by koso through assimilation with 

the vowel [o] in koso.  A similar process can be found in mo-komo ‘will-2P.Nom’ 

and m-kak ‘will-1S.Nom’.  From these examples, the morpheme mi- seems to be 

cliticized to free nominative pronouns and then undergoes phonological assimilation 

with them. 

 

 

                                                 
4 The perfective marker -a is a suffix because its attaching renders stress shift.  For example: 

(i) w-a-kan            kak     na   doo 
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat  1S.Nom  Obl  cooked food] 
    ‘I am eating/ate.’ 

(ii) w-a-kan-a                 kak 
[Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat-already  1S.Nom] 
‘I’ve already eaten.’ 

The boldfaced parts are where the stress of the predicates falls.  We can see clearly that stress shifts 
from a to  in order to maintain the penultmates stress after the suffixation of -a. 
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3.3.2  Subject in Complement Clauses 

Free nominative pronouns are also found to serve as the subject in a  

complement clause.  By definition, “a prototypical complement clause is a clause 

that functions as an argument (subject or object) of some other clause.” (Payne 

1997:313)  Examples (8a-b) show that the clauses in brackets serve as the object of 

the utterance verb in (8a) and the cognition verb in (8b). 

 
(8) a. maitikikay   kak     mosoa  {n-oa            mi-kak     taipak} 
     [Stat.Fin:tell   1S.Nom  2S.Obl  will-Dyn.NFin:go  will-1S.Nom  Taipei 
     mia 
     Dyn.Subj:so] 
     ‘I (have) told you that I would go to Taipei.’ 
                                      (Tona Dictionary, <paitikikay>, p.57) 
 
   a’. n-oa             mi-kak      taipak 
     [will-Dyn.NFin:go  will-1S.Nom  Taipei ] 
     ‘I will go to Taipei.’ 
 
   b. w-a-igoo             kak   (mosoa){madalam  koso   valak-ili} 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-know 1S.Nom 2S.Obl Stat.Fin:love 2S.Nom child-1S.Gen] 
     ‘I know that you love my child.’                    (Tona Texts, 10-009-a) 
 
  b’. madalam     koso    valak-ili 
     [Stat.Fin:love  2S.Nom  child-1S.Gen] 
     ‘You love my child.’  
 

As can be seen above, free nominative pronouns are used as the subjects in the 

complement clauses.  Compare (8a) and (8b) with the independent clauses (8a’) and 

(8b’).  Actually, the complement clauses are structurally the same as independent 

clauses.  They are typical finite complements, which express their subjects directly 

and mark their own tense/aspect such as the markers no- and mi- indicating the future 

time frame in (8a). (Payne 1997:314)  As shown in other languages such as English 
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and Chinese, the matrix verbs for these finite complements belong to utterance and 

cognition verbs. 

Concerning utterance constructions, another phenomenon worth noticing is that 

no reported speech can be elicited.  Examples (9a-b) are the results from 

unsuccessful elicitation of reported speech with Chinese equivalent sentences. 

 
(9)a. maitikikay   koa   ki   ipoloi  {n-oa            mi-kaki    taipak} 
    [Stat.Fin:tell  1S.Obl Nom Ipolo     will-Dyn.NFin:go will-1S.Nom Taipei   
    mia 
    Dyn.Subj:so] 
    ‘Ipolo said to me, “I will go to Taipei.”/Ipoloi told me that shei would go to 

Taipei.’  
 
  b. maitikikay   koa    ki    ipoloi  {amwa      kiaj    taipak} 

   [Stat.Fin:tell  1S.Obl  Nom  Ipolo    Dyn.Fin:go  3S.Nom  Taipei 
mia 
Dyn.Subj:so] 

    ‘Ipolo said to me, “He/She went to Taipei.”/Ipoloi told me that he/shej had gone 
to Taipei.’             

 

The first person nominative pronoun in the complement clause of (9a) refers to the 

agent ki ipolo in the matrix clause other than the speaker koa himself.  Likewise, 

the third person nominative pronoun kia in the complement clause of (9b) refers to a 

third participant rather than the agent ki ipolo in the matrix clause.  These referents 

indicate the constructions of direct quotation other than reported speech. 

Givon (1980:333) proposes a binding5 hierarchy to show “systematic 

correlations between the semantic structure of complement-taking verbs and the 

syntactic structure of their complements”.  Verbs of utterance and cognition carry the 

lowest implicative properties in his binding scale so that their complements exhibit 

                                                 
5  “The stronger the influence exerted over the agent of the complement clause by the agent of the 
main-clause verb, by whatever means, the higher is the main-clause verb on the binding scale.” (Givon 
1980: 335) 
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the loosest structure/least integration with the matrix clause and appear like finite 

clauses.  Notice that there is an oblique pronoun/object in the matrix clause of (8b), 

which refers to the subject in the complement clause of the cognition verb.  

Although this oblique pronoun can be omitted, its presence establishes an overt 

connection between the matrix clause and the complement while there is no such 

connection in utterance constructions.  Besides, utterance constructions such as (9a) 

exhibit only quoted speech.  No reported speech can be found.  The structural 

relation between cognition verbs and their complements appears stronger than that 

between utterance verbs and their complements.  In Givon’s binding hierarchy, 

cognition verbs are indeed higher than utterance verbs, which is also reflected in a 

more integrated structure.  In this respect, Tona Rukai exhibits a language-universal 

feature regarding the correlation between the semantic structure of the verbs and the 

syntactic structure of their complements. 

 

3.4 Topic 

As shown in Table 3.2, the pronouns serving as the topic of a sentence share the 

same forms with free nominative pronouns.  The following paragraphs will 

demonstrate the distribution and the function of the topic pronouns. 

Regarding the distribution, a topic occurs in the pre-predicate position.  Their 

distribution is the same as that of noun phrases.  For example, they may be extracted 

to the preverbal position in an exclamation sentence as in (10a-b).  

 
(10)a. ay     koso     botii 

[Excl    2S.Top   Stat.Fin:blind] 
‘You are blind! (used to insult someone)’    (Tona Dictionary, <botii>, p.13) 

 
b. ay   ipolo/ki   ipolo  botii 

 [Excl  Ipolo/Nom  Ipolo  Stat.Fin:blind] 
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 ‘Ah! Ipolo, you are blind (Ipolo is on the spot) /Ipolo is blind (Ipolo is not on 
the spot).’  

In Topic constructions, they are prefixed with a- and followed by ka as in (11a) or 

merely followed by ka as in (12a), which are distributed just like noun phrases in (11b) 

and (12b). 

 
(11)a. …a-komo    ka   la    to-to-too      ka   y-a-kay    (komo) 

[  Top-2P.Top Top  then  Red-Red-three  Top  at-Real-this  2P.Nom 
koa    akamolo        koboan  la… 
1S.Obl  Dyn.Subj:work   long     then] 
‘…You three (young men) have been working in my (shop) for a long time 
and …’                                 (Tona Texts, 12-005-b, revised) 

 
b. a-ki       isay  ka   (a)m-wa    taomoma  akamolo       si 

 [Top-Nom  Isay   Top  Dyn.Fin-go  field      Dyn.Subj:work  and ] 
‘Isai went to the field to work.’                     (Tona Texts, 02-002-a) 

 
(12)a. kosoo         ka   acilay  wa       madav-a          (koso) 

[2S.Top:Emph  Top  water   come:Imp  Dyn.Subj:a lot-Imp 2S.Nom] 
 ‘You, water, come on, increase!’                   (Tona Texts, 04-017-a) 
 

 b. si    kia  tiatina             ka  la  davac        oooo  
[and  that   middle-aged woman  Top then Dyn.NFin:leave Dyn.Subj:push 

 pa-siow   ian    vala-valak  la-maa-tak-an 
 Caus-first  3S.Gen  Red-child   plur-Rec-elder sibling-Obl  ] 
 ‘Then the mother pushed her children/brother and sister ahead.’  
                                              (Tona Texts, 05-004-c) 

 

As shown in examples (10)-(12), the distribution of topic pronouns is the same as 

nominal phrases. 

In terms of the semantic roles, a topic may be the agent in the event as in (11a) 

and (12a) above or the patient as in (13a) below.  

 
(13)a. a-koso      ka   madalam    kak     mosoa 
     [Top-2S.Top  Top  Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom  2S.Obl] 
     ‘You, I like you.’  (emphatic) 
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   b. *a-koso      ka   madalam   kak 
     [Top-2S.Top  Top  Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom] 
 

However, when a topic refers to the patient, an oblique pronoun must be resumed in 

the following clause; otherwise, the sentence will be ungrammatical as in (13b). 

Although there are also resumed nominative pronouns when the topic serves as the 

agent as in (11a) and (12a), they are not obligatory.  Consider the following example 

(14a).  

 
(14)a. a-kita      no       madalam-ita           no         
     [Top-1PI.Top when.Fut  Stat.Subj:love-1PI.Gen  when.Fut   

kiadil-ita      ka  w-a-doo            siko6    no         
     patient-1PI.Nom Top Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-can  succeed  when.Fut   
     paia-ita            na  maaka-kwa-a… 
     Dyn.Subj:do-1PI.Gen  Obl all-thing-Sup] 

‘When we love with all our force and be patient, we can do anything….’ 
 (Tona Texts, 07-021-b, revised) 
 

b. makasi a-ko          mwa-(i)ni            ka  la   i-doo, 
   [but   Top-when.Past  Dyn.Subj:come-3S.Gen Top  then Neg-Dyn.NFin:can 

i-doo            mo-aii        koay  bk 
   Neg-Dyn.NFin:can Dyn.Subj:to-inside  that   pig] 
   ‘However, when they came (there the day after), they just could not put the pig 

into (the hole).’                                 (Tona texts, 01-002-d) 
 

The subject pronoun kita appearing in the topic position does not occur again after the 

matrix verb wadoo in (14a).  Similarly, other non-subject NPs as the topic do not 

require a resumptive pronoun.  For instance, the temporal clause in (14b), which is 

nominalized by the genitive pronoun, is topicalized merely by fronting, prefixing the 

topic marker a- and adding a topic ligature ka. 

                                                 
6 This is a Japanese loan word. 
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From the examples demonstrated above, topic pronouns exemplify the case- 

neutralization of the topic NP since the topic may refer either to the subject role or 

non-subject roles but is realized in the same form.  However, when the topic refers to 

the object of the verb, a resumptive pronoun is obligatory within the clause while the 

resumptive pronouns are not necessarily required when the topic refers to the subject 

or other non-subjects.  In addition, it is observed that there exists a pause at the end 

of the topic phrase, the topic pronoun along with the topic ligature ka. 

 

3.5 Bound Nominative Pronouns 

Bound nominative pronouns are always prefixed to non-finite verbs and 

designate the agent of a verb as well as modal information. 

 

3.5.1  Designating Volition of the Speaker/Agent  

Like free nominative pronouns, this bound set denotes the agent role.  However, 

these two sets differ in modality.  First of all, bound nominative pronouns can 

indicate the speaker’s will or volition.  As a result, they show the volition of the 

agent for the first person singular/plural exclusive as in (15a-b), commands for the 

second person as in (15c) and requests or suggestions for the first person plural 

inclusive as in (15d). (Li 1996, 1997a)  

 

(15)a. ko-a-ba-bk 
 [1S.Nom-become-Red-pig] 

  ‘I want to turn into a pig.’                (Tona Dictionary, <a-+Ca->, p.1) 
  

b. ay   ko        maa-a             koay   saobilan-ini   ki    
[Excl when.Past  Dyn.Subj:take-3S.Gen  that    bag-3S.Gen   Gen   
gili            nian,  wa-la     nam-oai 
younger sibling  3S.Obl  come:Imp  1PE.Nom-Dyn.NFin:had better 
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ki   gili          namia   a-tatagaga 
Nom younger sibling 1PE.Obl become-crow:Red ] 
‘When he took the bag of his younger sister, (he) said: “let my little sister 
become a crow.”’ (literal: we (my younger sister and I) had better become 
crows.)                                 (Tona Texts, 05-013-c, revised) 

 
c. la    mo-aokay              wamc       dwadwaoo       ko  

[then  2P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:come  Dyn.Subj:bring  Dyn.Subj:at once  Obl 
aa-mo               la    ya          nian   kia  laopa 
Dyn.NFin:take-2P.Gen  then  Dyn.NFin:so  3S.Obl  that  boss] 

 ‘“Come back and bring what you have found at once,” said the boss.’  
(Tona Texts, 12-006-h, revised) 

 
d. “matainaaw,  ao-a      mman-iso,     wa,         ai  

[Matainangeaw  down-Imp  clothes-2S.Gen  come on:Imp  Imp.Neg 
nian,   ta-ab” 
3S.Obl  1PI.Nom-Dyn.NFin:return ] 
‘Matainangeaw, watch your clothes.  Don’t do that.  Let’s return.’  

                                                  (Tona Texts, 04-017-d) 
 

In addition, the volition of agent is also found when the short nominative pronoun for 

the third person is used as in (16) below.  

 
(16) … mo-aokay-a               madd        si   ni-kibooboo moan  

[  2P.Nom-Dyn.Subj:come-Imp  Stat.Subj:together and  3S.Nom-ask 2P.Obl  
ki    tatava            ko   kim-ini… 
Nom  middle-aged man  Obl  heart-3S.Gen ] 
‘Come together, (my) father wants to ask you (something) in his heart…’ 
                                              (Tona Texts, 10-006-d) 
 

Those for the second person and third person may also indicate the probability for the 

agent to do something after a certain condition is fulfilled as in (17a-c). 

 
(17)a. …wa-la       niaw,    ta-doo              mosoa   si  la 

 [  come:Imp-still Mummy 1PI.Nom-Dyn.NFin:cook 2S.Obl  and then 
 so-kan… 
 2S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat ] 
 ‘Come on, Mother.  Let’s cook (something) for you so that you (can) eat…’ 
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(Tona Texts, 07-015-b) 
  

b. … “tila      ta-ab                mwa        daan  la    
 [   go:Imp  1PI.Nom-Dyn.NFin:return  Dyn.Subj:go  house   then  
 mo-kan             ko   aa-ili”… 
 2P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat  Obl  Dyn.NFin:take-1S.Gen]  
 ‘…let’s go back and eat the (meat) I brought back.’    (Tona Texts, 05-022-b) 

 
 c. aokay-a            wamc        na   bk  nosia    la  

 [Dyn.Subj:come-Imp  Dyn.Subj:bring  Obl  pig     tomorrow  then  
 paowa            po-aii,    ni-doo               ki   pat  
 Caus:Dyn.NFin:go  Caus:to-inside 3S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:can  Nom Pangetedre 
 aboal… 
 Dyn.Subj:come out] 
 ‘“Bring (me) a pig tomorrow,” she was told, “and put it inside to let Pangetedre  
 come out .”’                                    (Tona Text, 01-002-c) 
 

In Huang et al. (1999b), ni- is the short nominative pronoun only for the third 

person singular visible.  The present study finds that ni- can designate the other third 

person invisible entities.  Take (17c) for example.  ni- refers to a singular invisible 

person ki pat, who was inside the river and could not go out.  In (18) below, it 

refers to the third person plural invisible entities. 

 
(18) ni-doo                ko    koay7     aboal 
    [3P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:can  Nom  that(far.inv)  Dyn.Subj:come out] 

‘The people over there can come out.’ 

 

3.5.2  Irrealis Mode 

In the texts examined, bound nominative pronouns always appear in the 

sentences denoting events which will happen in the future, as can be seen in (19a-b): 

 

                                                 
7 Please refer to Section 3.10.1 concerning the usage of demonstratives, which can be preceded by case 
markers to denote plural participants. 
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(19)a. “no-davac          mi-kita       mwi         taomoma  la   
     [will-Dyn.NFin:leave  will-1PI.Nom  Dyn.Subj:go  field      then  
     mo-kan             na   doo”       mya. 
     2P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat  Obl  cooked food  Dyn.Subj:so] 
     “We shall leave and go to the field and you will eat (there).” 

                                              (Tona Texts, 05-004-a) 
 

   b. …tila,   tila,   cibana,    waba-a                  gili-a, 
     [ go:Imp go:Imp shut up:Imp Dyn.Subj:carry on back-Imp younger sibling-Obl  
     ta-wa                naooay   ta-iyobo-an 
     1PI.Nom-Dyn.NFin:go  that:Emph  LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:gather-LocNmz] 

 ‘…Let’s go!  Let’s go!  Shut up!  Carry (your) little sister on the back.  We 
are going to the resting area.’                      (Tona Texts, 05-005-a) 

 

In (19a), the characters in the story are on their way to the field when this sentence is 

uttered.  In (19b), the characters are leaving for their destination.  In the texts 

examined, all short nominative pronouns designate the agents of some action that has 

not been accomplished yet.  Consider the following examples.  

 
(20)a. ko-kan              na   abay          kosia 
     [1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat  Obl  glutinous cake  yesterday] 
     ‘I want to eat yesterday’s glutinous cake.’  
 

 b. a-kosia       ka  “ko-kan              na   abay” 
   [Top-yesterday  Top  1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat  Obl  glutinous cake 
   mi          kak 

Dyn.Subj:so  1S.Nom]  
‘Yesterday, “I want to eat glutinous cake,” (I thought so).’ 
 

  b’.*a-kosia       ka   ko-kan             na    abay 
      [Top-yesterday  Top  1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat  Obl  glutinous cake]  
      ‘Yesterday, I wanted to eat glutinous cake.’ 
 

c. a-kosia      ka   api-kan               kak   na  abay 
     [Top-yesterday Top  would like to-Dyn.NFin:eat 1S.Nom Obl glutinous cake] 
     ‘I felt like eating glutinous cake yesterday.’  
 

In (20a), the past-time phrase, kosia ‘yesterday’, does not indicate the time frame of 
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the event but the modifier of the NP, na abay ‘glutinous cake’.  Otherwise, the 

past-time phrase can be preposed to the topic position indicating the time frame of the 

whole event but the phrase mi kak ‘I thought so’ is obligatory in the matrix clause as 

shown in (20b-b’).  In (20b), the clause with the bound nominative pronoun 

functions as quotative speech, attracting the listener’s attention back to the time when 

this thought came to the speaker and the event ‘eating glutinous cake’ had not 

happened yet.  However, another verbal morpheme api-8 denoting volition can be 

used in the past time frame as shown in (20c).  From the examples above, future time 

frame/irrealis mode is another feature denoted by bound nominative pronouns in 

addition to volition. 

 

3.5.3  In Imperative Sentences 

When occurring in imperative sentences, bound nominative pronouns in different 

persons may serve different semantic roles in events.  Consider the following 

examples: 

 
(21)a. … mo-aokay-a               madd… 
     [  2P.Nom-Dyn.Subj:come-Imp  Stat.Subj:together]  
     ‘…You come together (to my father)! …’            (Tona Texts, 10-006-d) 
 
   b. mwa             ti-apoy,    ko-ti-apo-a           yan-ili     mosoa 
     [Dyn.Subj:go:Imp  make-fire  1S.Nom-make-fire-Imp  so-1S.Gen  2S.Obl] 
     ‘Go and make a fire; I want/order you to do so.’       (Tona Texts, 05-025-b) 
 

The one in second person plural in (21a) refers to the addressee in this piece of order 

and the agent of the verb.  On the other hand, the one in first person singular in (21b) 

                                                 
8 api- is not restricted in time frames.  It can also designate future events as follows: 

(i) a-nosia      ka   i-api-owa                   kak     walopo  
[Top-tomorrow Top  Neg-would like to-Dyn.NFin:go  1S.Nom  Dyn.Subj:hunt] 
‘I won’t feel like going hunting tomorrow.’ 
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refers to the person who gives the order but not the agent of the verb.  Here, the use 

of bound nominative pronouns in imperative sentences serves as an emphatic device 

by specifying the apparent order-receiver as in (21a) and the order-giver as in (21b). 

    To summarize, bound nominative pronouns designate modal information beyond 

grammatical relation.  As reported in previous studies, they signify volition of the 

speaker or agent.  In addition, the current study found that bound nominative 

pronouns are restricted to the future time frame/irrealis mode.  In imperative 

sentences, the first person pronouns denote the speaker/order-giver while the second 

person pronouns denote the addressee/order-receiver/agent of the verb as an emphatic 

device.  Their semantic roles in imperative sentences vary with different persons but 

are self-evident according to the pragmatic features of imperatives.  These features 

show that the functions of short nominative pronouns go beyond mere grammatical 

relation but carry not only modal information, volition and irrealis, but also emphatic 

functions.  

 

3.6 Oblique Pronouns 

As reported in the previous studies, oblique pronouns typically serve as the 

objects of verbs, designating various semantic roles.  In Tona and Maga Rukai 

particularly, they can denote the experiencers of some stative verbs and the possessors 

in kinship.  In addition, they may refer to time and space as well.  The following 

section will discuss these issues respectively. 

 

3.6.1  Syntactic Roles and Distribution 

Oblique pronouns serve non-subject roles and may designate various semantic 

roles according to Huang et al. (1999b:177).  For example: 
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(22)a. a-ki      titina              ka   wamamc       namia 

[Top-Nom middle-aged woman  Top  Dyn.Fin:Red:bring  1PE.Obl 
pa-owa           pa-aba                     namia 
Caus-Dyn.NFin:go  Caus-Dyn.NFin:carry on back  1PE.Obl 
gili-a 
younger sibling-Obl ] 
‘Mother made (me) carry my little sister and brought us (here)’ 

            (Tona Texts, 05-020-a, revised) 
 

   b. no-baay           mi-kaki      mosoa  gili-a 
     [will-Dyn.NFin:give  will-1S.Nom  2S.Obl  younger sibling-Obl ] 

 ‘I will give you little sister.’                       (Tona Texts, 07-020-b) 
  

 c. wa-la         niaw,    ta-doo                 mosoa  si    la  
 [come:Imp-still  Mummy  1PI.Nom-Dyn.NFin:cook  2S.Obl  and  then  
 so-kan 
 2S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat ] 
 ‘Come on, mother, let’s cook (something) for you so that you (can) eat.’ 
                                              (Tona Texts, 07-015-b) 

 
 d. wa-la         si   asa  mwa        nakay  koa 

 [come:Imp-still  and  one    Dyn.Subj:go  this   1S.Obl] 
 ‘Come! One (of you) come to me.’                 (Tona Texts, 10-007-b) 

 
 e. pattk       koa    ki     ipolo 

 [Stat.Fin:tall:Red  1S.Obl  Nom  Ipolo] 
 ‘Ipolo is taller than me.’   
 

In (22a), the oblique pronoun denotes a prototypical patient, which undergoes a 

visible change in state and is treated as the object by definition (Payne 1997).  In this 

case, it may be analyzed as the accusative case by other researchers such as Li (1977, 

1996b, 1997a).  However, this set of pronouns may also designate roles such as 

recipient as in (22b), beneficiary in (22c), destination in (22d), or the theme that is to 

be compared with in (22e).  These are not proto-typical objects and may be 

separately marked as dative, beneficiary or locative cases in other Formosan 

languages.  Although oblique refers to nominals that lack a grammatical relation to 
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predicates by definition (Payne 1997:133), it is adopted here to indicate its ability of 

designating direct object as well as other non-subject roles by Formosan linguists such 

as Huang (2000) and Zeitoun (2000a, 2000d) when describing such features in Rukai, 

Puyuma and Bunun. 

In terms of distribution, oblique pronouns are free.  They may appear after the 

verb as in (22a, c, e) above or after the subject as in (22b). 

 

3.6.2  Experiencers of Some Stative Verbs 

As reported in Zeitoun (1995, 2003), Li (1996, 1997a), and Saillard (1997), 

oblique pronouns may denote the experiencers of some stative verbs whereas 

experiencers are usually case-marked as nominative in active sentences.  In the data 

examined, such verbs include maio ‘thirsty’, abaili ‘tired’, idaimi ‘cannot bear’, 

maaa ‘inactive’, ikaskaa ‘not diligent’, maa ‘inactive’, maopii ‘worn out’, 

which usually describe bodily and emotional state.  Besides, the verbs prefixed with 

api- ‘would like to’ (designating volition) are included as well.  See examples 

(23a-c) below. 

 
(23)a. maio          koa9/kak     no-oolo           mi-kak      na   

 [Stat.Fin:thirsty  1S.Obl/1S.Nom  will-Dyn.NFin:drink  will-1S.Nom  Obl  
acilay 
water] 

 ‘I am thirsty, I want to drink water.’                (Tona Texts, 04-015-b) 
 

   b. la    abaili         koa/kak… 
 [then  Stat.NFin:tired  1S.Obl/1S.Nom]  
 ‘I am tired…’                           (Tona Texts, 06-004-e, revised) 
 

   c. api-kan               kak/koa 
     [would like-Dyn.NFin:eat  1S.Nom/1S.Obl] 
     ‘I would like to eat.’  

                                                 
9 In (23a-b), koa ‘1S.Obl’ is the original word recorded in the Tona Texts. 
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As indicated in previous studies, both nominative and oblique pronouns can 

denote the experiencers of these verbs.  However, as partially reported by Li (1997a), 

such oblique experiencers are restricted to first person singular and first person plural 

exclusive pronouns, which exclude the hearer, as in (24a-b). 

 
(24)a. abaili         koa/namia 
     [Stat.NFin:tired  1S.Obl/1PE.Obl] 
     ‘I am/We are tired.’ 
 
   b. *abaili        mitia10/mosoa /moan/nian/ian 
     [Stat.NFin:tired  1PI.Obl/2S.Obl/2P.Obl/3S.Obl/3S.Obl] 
 

Similar characteristics can be found in another Rukai dialect, Maga.  As 

reported in Saillard (1995), Maga Rukai demonstrates a split case marking system, 

which is not completely nominative/accusative nor ergative/absolutive.  An oblique 

experiencer is viewed as having been caused to experience such a state.  

Semantically, it is like a patient, which undergoes a change in state although this 

change is invisible.  Along with other evidence, Saillard argues that this feature on 

the semantic level indicates the traces of ergative marking although Maga Rukai is 

considered as an accusative language.  From examples (23-24), Tona Rukai exhibits 

a linguistic feature similar to Maga Rukai. 

Moreover, asymmetric syntactic behavior between affirmative sentences and 

their negative counterparts is observed regarding this usage of oblique pronouns as 

experiencers.  Consider the following examples: 

 
(25)a. …i-kaskaa             koa11/kak     pa-ti-koa-koa… 
     [  Neg-Stat.NFin:diligent  1S.Obl/1S.Nom  Caus-make-Red-thing ] 
     ‘…I am not diligent to do anything…’          (Tona Texts, 07-014-b) 
     

                                                 
10 In Li (1997a), 1PI.Obl is acceptable in such sentences. 
11 In (25a)/(25b), koa is the original word recorded in the Tona Texts. 
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   a’. maskaskaa    *koa/kak 
      [Stat.Fin:diligent  *1S.Obl/1S.Nom ] 
      ‘I am diligent.’ 
 

 b. …maopii         koa/kak      nakay  kim-ili… 
 [ Stat.Fin:worn out  1S.Obl/1S.Nom  this   heart-1S.Gen ] 

  ‘…I am worn out in my heart…’                  (Tona Texts, 07-013-c) 
 
b’. i-kaopii               koa/kak       nakay  kim-ili 
  [Neg-Stat.NFin:worn out  1S.Obl/1S.Nom  this   heart-1S.Gen ] 
  ‘I am not worn out.’  
 

As shown above, sentences expressing positive personality cannot take oblique 

pronouns as their experiencers as in (25a-a’) while those expressing physical/ 

psychological state do not show this restriction as in (25b-b’).  If oblique 

experiencers are explained to be forced to undergo a certain psychological/physical 

state, it is easy to understand such asymmetry between positive and negative states.  

In the real world, speakers will prefer to say their negative psychological state is 

generated by outside factors while they may possess good characters themselves to 

produce a positive psychological state.  In this respect, the use of oblique pronouns 

as the experiencers of these stative verbs is actually triggered by semantic factors. 

 

3.6.3  Possessive Relation in Kinship  

As presented in Zeitoun (1995) and Li (1996, 1997a), another usage of oblique 

pronouns is that they can denote possessive relation in kinship, although possessive 

relation is usually denoted by genitive pronouns.  Such kinship terms include only 

those in one’s own or older generations, which are, among others, gili ‘younger 

sibling’, kaka ‘elder sibling’, titina ‘mother’, tatava ‘father’, takaoo ‘grandmother’ 

and taomo ‘grandfather’.  See examples (26a-c):  
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(26)a. la   mamac  ko  baa-ini       ki   gili           nian  si... 
 [then Dyn.NFin:press Obl  belly-3S.Gen  Gen  younger sibling 3S.Obl and] 
 ‘(The eldest boy) pressed his sister’s belly.’          (Tona Texts, 05-015-b) 
 

   b. la   pa-owa          pa-si-mman         palikap     koay  
 [then Caus-Dyn.NFin:go Caus-wear-clothes:Emph entirely dressed  that  
 mman-ini    ki   titina            nian  ko 
 clothes-3S.Gen Nom middle-aged woman 3S.Obl when.Past 
 a-baobao-ini 
 be-young woman-3S.Gen ] 
‘Then the mother dressed her from head to foot with clothes (she used to wear 
when) she was a young woman.’                   (Tona Texts, 04-009-d) 
  

   c. …patia-ni   koa   nian   ki    tatavi           namia?… 
     [ do-3S.Gen 1S.Obl 3S.Obl  Nom  middle-aged man  1PE.Obl ] 
     ‘…Why is my father doing this to me?…’           (Tona Texts, 04-014-d) 
 

A morphophonemic alternation is found in such possessive noun phrases.  As 

shown in (26c) above, the final vowel of the kinship term tatava ‘father’ is changed 

into [i] when it is followed by the oblique/possessor pronoun.  Similar instances 

include kaka > kaki namia ‘my/our elder sibling’, and takaoo > takaoi namia 

‘my/our grandmother’.  Other short forms of kinship terms end with [i] so they do 

not show this alternation, such as gili namia ‘my/our younger sibling’ and titi namia 

‘my/our mother’.  Zeitoun (1995) treats this phenomenon as [i] insertion before the 

oblique pronouns to analogize with the morphological forms of genitives while Li 

(1997a) regards it as a morphophonemic alternation.  In Section 2.3.2.3 concerning 

genitive-case designation of nominal noun phrases, there is the same i suffixed to 

possessed noun phrases such as nakay valak-i ki osama ‘this child of the king’.  The 

position of -i in such possessive NPs is often occupied by a genitive pronoun as 

presented in Section 2.3.2.3.  Therefore, -i here is treated as a morpheme designating 

genitive case no matter whether the possessor is denoted by lexical NPs or oblique 

pronouns.  The present study agrees with Zeitoun’s analysis because it provides a 
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semantic motivation.  From the examples above, another usage can be observed.  

Tona Rukai tends to use 1PE.Obl to express the possessor ‘my’ as in (26c).   

Although previous studies (Zeitoun 1995, Li 1996) reported this characteristic of 

Tona and Maga to designate possessors in kinship with oblique pronouns, genitive 

pronouns are also found to serve this function in Tona Texts.  Consider the following 

example.  

 
(27) … a-kini    gil-ili                 ka   amani        kini  ko  
    [  Top-that  younger sibling-1S.Gen  Top  Stat.NFin:be  that  Obl  

no-baay           yan-ili    mosoa 
will-Dyn.NFin:give  so-1S.Gen  2S.Obl] 
‘… That little sister of mine is what I’ll give you.’ 

(Tona Texts, 07-018-a, revised) 
 

This use of genitive pronouns appears less frequently but seems to indicate that the 

denoting of the possessors in kinship begins to undergo analogy to that of the other 

possessive relations. 

Interestingly, there exists double oblique marking in the kinship possessive noun 

phrases.  There are two ways to mark the oblique case of such noun phrases.  See 

the following examples. 

 
(28)a. …la    po-kia             ki     titi                namia 
     [  then  Caus:to-cooked food  Nom  middle-aged woman  1PE.Obl 
     tatav-an   namia … 
     father-Obl  1PE.Obl ] 
     ‘… Then, my mother prepared a lunch box for my father.’ 

(Tona Texts, 04-013-b, revised) 
 
   b. w-a-omomo           ki    ipolo  tatava namian-an/nian-an 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-kiss  Nom  Ipolo   father 1PE.Obl-Obl/3S.Obl-Obl] 
     ‘Ipolo kissed my (our)/his father.’  
 

One way is to suffix -an to the kinship term (head noun) as in (28a).  The other is to 
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suffix -an to the oblique pronoun (possessor, dependent noun, Payne 1997:31) 

through consonant insertion or vowel deletion and generate double oblique forms as 

shown in (28b).  

Moreover, the kinship term gili ‘younger sibling’ shows an idiosyncratic feature 

in double oblique marking.  It does not accept oblique marking on the head as shown 

below. 

 
(29)a. madalam    ki    takanaw   gili             nakoan-an  
     [Stat.Fin:like  Nom  Takanaw  younger sibling  1S.Obl-Obl ] 

‘Takanaw likes my younger sister.’ 
 

   b. * madalam   ki     takanaw  gili-a/gili-an       nakoa 
     [ Stat.Fin:like  Nom  Takanaw  younger sibling-Obl  1S.Obl] 

 

From the examples above, we may assume that Tona Rukai is undergoing the 

process from dependent marking to head marking in terms of expressing possessive 

relation in kinship.  Both kinds of marking coexist while dependent marking enjoys 

wider application since gili ‘younger siblings’ accepts only dependent marking. 

 

3.6.4 Designating Time and Location 

Oblique pronouns can also designate time and location.  For example, the third 

oblique pronoun in (30a) means ‘that time’; the one in (30b) means ‘a place’; the 

second person oblique in (30c) means ‘your place’. 

 
(30)a. silikay-a   ian  i-kay-a    na    tadilla  taicc      ka  
     [from-already 3S.Obl at-this-already Nom  red        Stat.NFin:black  Lin  
     pa-silikay   kita      ian   maolay 
     Caus-from  1PI.Nom  3S.Obl  story ] 
     ‘From that time on, there has been red and black millet, their (origin lying) in 

this story.’                              (Tona Texts, 03-008-b, revised) 
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   b. n-wa             mo-komo    koay  ian   macomomwan 
     [will-Dyn.NFin:go  will-2P.Nom  that   3S.Obl  Dyn.Subj:Rec:meet 
     ma-s-s 
     Dyn.Subj:Rec-Red-meet ] 
     ‘You will go to an (unknown) place to meet them (today).’ 
                                                  (Tona Texts, 11-016-b) 
 

 c. okay  agan-an       pa-i-kay-a      mosoa  ko-aokay 
     [give  grandchild-Obl  Caus-at-this-Imp  2S.Obl  1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:come 
     pa-oo-o 
     Caus-Dyn.NFin:breast feed-Emph] 

‘That grandchild will stay with you and I will come to breastfeed her.’ (Lit: (I) 
give (you) the grandchild and let her stay at your place…) 

(Tona Texts, 04-005-a) 
 

Notice that the oblique pronouns denoting a place can be preceded by a demonstrative 

as in (30b), which is drastically different from pronouns denoting human participants. 

As previously reported, this section demonstrates that oblique pronouns 

designate not only objects but also the experiencers of some stative verbs to show 

non-volitional or affected first person participants excluding the listeners.  They also 

denote the possessive relation in kinship when one’s own or older generations are 

referred to.  Although several instances show that genitive pronouns can also serve 

this function, oblique pronouns still play the major role.  Moreover, the current study 

found double oblique marking in kinship possessive relation and coexistence of 

dependent marking and head marking.  In addition to participants, oblique pronouns 

can designate time and place as well. 

 

3.7 Genitive Pronouns 

Genitive pronouns are used to designate possessive relations.  They are suffixed 

to nouns or verbs in interrogative sentences and subordinate clauses. 
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3.7.1 Possessive Relation 

A prototypical usage of genitive pronouns is to express possessors in possessive 

noun phrases.  As (31a-c) show, -ili ‘1S.Gen’ in (31a) is suffixed to an inalienable 

body part ao ‘head’, meaning ‘my head’ and -iso ‘2S.Gen’ in (31b) to an inalienable 

noun aac ‘name’, meaning ‘your name’; -ini ‘3S.Gen’ in (31c) is attached to an 

alienable noun aava ‘toy’, meaning ‘his toy’.  Unlike Puyuma (Tsuchida 1995), 

Tona Rukai does not make distinction in alienable-inalienable possessive relation.  

The distinction is made between kinship and non-kinship possessive relation as 

demonstrated in the preceding section. 

  
(31)a. … i-owa           (kak)  togotogo      koay ao-ili 
     [  Neg-Dyn.NFin:go 1S.Nom Dyn.Subj:bump that   head-1S.Gen ] 
     ‘…I didn’t go to bump my head (into this wall).’ 

(Tona Texts, 10-010-h, revised) 
 
   b. maimoo       kak    aac-iso 
     [Stat.Fin:forget 1S.Nom  name-2S.Gen] 
     ‘I forget your name.’                     (Tona Dictionary, <imoo>, p.29) 
 
   c. w-a-odoko               kioay  vala-vala-valak  aava-ni 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-immerse  that     Red-Red-child   toy-3S.Gen] 
     ‘That child immersed his toy in the water.’ 

 (Tona Dictionary, < tooko>, p.81, revised) 
 

On the other hand, when possessors are expressed by noun phrases, the 

possessive relation can be designated in the following ways: 

 
(32)a. makoac-a         kim-ini  ki    mwatainaaw 
     [Stat.Fin:sad-already  heart-3S.Gen  Gen  Mwatainangeaw] 
     ‘The heart of Mwatainangeaw is sad.’               (Tona Texts, 04-007-c) 
 
   b. la    wa           koay  tialaan        taaan-ini     ko  acilay 
     [then  Dyn.NFin:go  that    source of water  source-3S.Gen  Gen water ] 
     ‘Then (she) went to the source, the source of the water.’ (Tona Texts, 04-016-d) 
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As shown above, the possessor noun phrases follow the possessed ones.  In (32a-b), 

genitive pronouns are still suffixed to the possessees co-occurring with the possessor 

noun phrases.  The genitive case is denoted both on the head (possessee) and on the 

dependent (possessor), which exhibits a double-marking feature.  There are still 

other kinds of devices to designate possessive noun phrases, which have been 

discussed in the previous chapter.  For more details, please refer to Section 2.3.2.3 

concerning genitive case markers. 

 

3.7.2 In Interrogative Sentences 

Genitive pronouns are also found in interrogative sentences.  As Li (1997a) 

reports, in forming yes-no questions, genitive pronouns are suffixed to the post-verbal 

question word nia to designate the agent/experiencer participants in the event as 

shown in (33a-c). 

 
(33)a. w-a-biciii           nia-so? 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-hear Q-2S.Gen] 
     ‘Have you heard (it)?’                  (Tona Dictionary, < biciii>, p.11) 
 
   b. … maloay       nia-so?… 

 [  Stat.Fin:full up Qst-2S.Gen ] 
 ‘…Are you full up?..’                            (Tona Texts, 05-015-c) 
 

   c. malaobo       nia-ni     a-iso? 
 [Stat.Fin:burnt  Qst-3S.Gen field-2S.Gen] 
 ‘Has your field been burnt?’             (Tona Dictionary, <silaobo>, p.72) 
  

In forming information questions, wh-words except for nino ‘where’ occur in the 

sentence initial position.  Genitive pronouns are suffixed to wh-words such as nani 

‘who’ in (34a), akoa ‘how, why’ in (34b-c), pia ‘how much/many’ in (34d), pakapia 

‘how much’ in (34e), aipia ‘how many’ in (34f), and taapia ‘how many people’ in 

(34g): 
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(34)a. …nani-ni       kini  ta-a-coav-an-ini? … 
     [  who-3S.Gen  that  LocNmz-become-person-LocNmz-3S.Gen ] 
     ‘…Who is that person?…”                 (Tona Texts, 04-012-b, revised) 
 
   b. akoa-ni      daan-iso? 
     [how-3S.Gen  house-2S.Gen] 
     ‘How is your house?’                  (Tona Dictionary, <silaobo>, p.72) 
 
   c. …akoa-ni      ki   titina             ka   mya-ni            mitia 
     [ why-3S.Gen  Gen  middle-aged woman Top  Dyn.Subj:so-3S.Gen 1PI.Obl 

nian?… 
3S.Obl ] 

     ‘…Why did Mummy do that to us?…’       (Tona Texts, 05-012-b, revised) 
 
   d. pia-ni            payso-iso? 
     [how much-3S.Gen money-2S.Gen] 
     ‘How much money do you have?’ (Lit: How much is your money?) 

 
   e. paka-pia-iso        pasdam      nian   na   payso? 
     [how much-2S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:lend  3S.Obl  Obl  money] 
     ‘How much money did you lend him?’      (Tona Dictionary, <paka->, p.55) 
 
   f. ai-pia-iso        kwan        na   boai? 
     [how many-2S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:eat  Obl  sweet potatoes] 
     ‘How many sweet potatoes did you eat?’  
 
   g. taa-pia-ini              na    no-aokay          amya? 
     [how many people-3S.Gen  Nom  will-Dyn.NFin:come  Dyn.Fin:so] 
     ‘How many people will come?’  
 

In other wh-questions, genitive pronouns are attached to a non-finite verb as in 

(35a), the future marker mi in (35b) and the existential verb in (35c). 

 
(35)a. … mani  kaimo-iso?… 
     [  what  Dyn.NFin:forget-2S.Gen ] 
     ‘…What did you forget ?…’                      (Tona Texts, 02-004-a) 
 
   b. no-pano  mia       mi-li …? 
     [will-how Dyn.Subj:so will-1S.Gen] 
     ‘What shall I do then?’                           (Tona Texts, 10-017-c) 
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   c. …y-a-kay-mo        nino    mya?… 
     [  at-Real-this-2P.Gen  where  Dyn.Subj:so ] 
     ‘… Where are you?…’                           (Tona Texts, 05-016-c) 
 

Recall that in the sets of personal pronouns proposed by Li (1997a), there is 

another short nominative pronoun for the first person plural inclusive, i.e. -mita.  

This form appears twice in the same sentence as in (36) in the texts at the end of Li’s 

paper (1997a:150):  

 
(36) pano  mia        mita? 
    [how  Dyn.Subj:so 1PI.Nom] 

‘What should we do?’ 
 

Comparing (36) with (35b) above, we notice that the two sentences are similar except 

for the future marker no- used in (35b).  Although future markers no- (attached to 

non-finite verbs) and mi (attracting pronouns) often co-occur as in (37a) below, no- 

can be optional when the future context is obvious as in (37b), where the temporal 

clause indicates its future time frame.  

 
(37)a. …no-davac         mi-kak    walopo … 

 [  will-Dyn.NFin:leave will-1S.Nom Dyn.Subj:hunt ] 
 ‘…I am going hunting.’                          (Tona Texts, 04-002-a) 
 

   b. … no       ()bat-ili-a                    ka   aokay 
 [  when.Fut  Dyn.Subj:enough-1S.Gen-already  Top  Dyn.Fin:come  
mi-kak      ab … 
will-1S.Nom  Dyn.Subj:return] 

 ‘… When time has come, I will go back (to the village).’(Tona Texts, 03-003-f) 
 

The same reasoning can apply to Li’s example (36).  The future marker no- is 

omitted and mita can be analzed as mi-ta ‘will-1PI.Gen’.  Therefore, mita is not 

another form of the 1PI. Nom pronoun. 

In addition, some information questions are formed without wh-words.  Instead, 
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they apply the gap strategy.  They are constructed by attaching genitive pronouns to 

matrix verbs and leaving the constituent inquired missing.  Consider the following 

examples. 

 
(38)a. … y-a-ka-ia        ki     la-maa-taka?… 
     [  at-Real-this-3S.Gen  Gen   plur-Rec-elder sibling ] 
     ‘… Where are the brother and sister?…’      (Tona Texts, 05-002-c, revised) 
 
   a’. y-a-kay     kia         daan 

 [at-Real-this  3S.Nom(that)  house] 
 ‘He is at home.’  
 

   b. … am-wa-ia          ko   vala-valak-ili    ka  masooa 
 [  Dyn.Fin-go-3S.Gen   Gen  Red-child-1S.Gen Top Stat.Fin:dark ] 
 ‘Where did my children go? (Where are they?) It is already night.’ 

                    (Tona Texts, 05-016-f) 
 
   b’. a-ki        isay   ka  (a)m-wa    taomoma akamolo     si 
      [Top-Nom  Isay    Top Dyn.NFin-go field    Dyn.Subj:work and ] 
      ‘Isai went to the field to work.’                   (Tona Texts, 02-002-a) 
 

c. …no-ya         m(i)-ita? … 
 [ will-Dyn.NFin:so will-1PI.Gen] 
 ‘… What shall we do?…’                  (Tona Texts, 01-003-a, revised) 
 

c’. a-nakay   maolay  ka  am-y(a)   nakay 
      [Top-this  story   Top Dyn.Fin-so this] 
      ‘This story (goes on) like this.’                   (Tona Texts, 07-001-c) 

 

As shown above, the genitive pronouns are suffixed to the existential verb in (38a) to 

ask for a location, and to the motion verb in (38b) to ask for a destination.  In the 

future time frame as in example (38c), the genitive pronoun is suffixed to the future 

marker mi.  The matrix verb is an action verb ‘do so’ and this sentence asks for the 

thing that the agent will do.  Compared with (38a’, b’), the verb forms in such 

information questions as in (38a, b) are the same as their affirmative (finite) 

counterparts.  The pieces of information inquired are actually the patients of the 
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verbs.  So far, such constructions are found only in sentences with few verbs such as 

those given above, which may result from frequent use. 

As discussed above, genitive pronouns are applied to form interrogative 

constructions.  Such application suggests that interrogative sentences belong to 

nominalization constructions since they can be placed in the topic position like full 

NPs as in (38b). 

 

3.7.3  In Subordinate Clauses 

In addition to interrogative sentences, genitive pronouns are used in subordinate 

clauses expressing time frames/conditions, concession, reasons and effects.  Zeitoun 

(2003) demonstrates this usage in temporal subordinate clauses.  This section will 

include other subordinate clauses.  First, temporal clauses begin with no ‘when 

(future)’ or ko ‘when (past)’ to indicate events happening in the future or past 

respectively as in (39a-b).  The agent participants are realized as genitive pronouns 

suffixed to the subjunctive12 verbs in the temporal clauses. 

 
(39)a. ii,    no     {mwa-li           togotogo      naoo  

 [Excl  when.Fut Dyn.Subj:go-1S.Gen Dyn.Subj:bump that    
 ta-ad-an},                        kapapa-ia-a  
 LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:pile up stones-LocNmz Stat.NFin:crush-Neg-already  
 nia-ni     ao-ili? 
 Qst-3S.Gen head-1S.Gen] 
 ‘Eh, when I bump (my head) against that stone wall, won’t my head be 

crushed?’                               (Tona Texts, 10-017-b, 
revised) 

 
   b. makasi  w-a-ibat-a                  na    zikan  ko 
     [but    Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-exceed-already  Nom  time  when.Past  
      

                                                 
12 Subjunctive forms occur in imperative sentences, subordinate clauses like temporal or conditional 
ones, and also appear after the main predicate in serial verb constructions. 
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{aokay-(i)ni-a             kla         mwa       koay} 
     Dyn.Subj:come-3S.Gen-already Dyn.Subj:reach Dyn.Subj:go that ] 
     ‘But when he arrived, the time was already over.’      (Tona Texts, 12-008-f) 
 

From the use of genitive pronouns, temporal clauses may be treated as 

nominalized clauses.  Indeed, they can serve as the topics in topic constructions like 

noun phrases as in (40). 

 
(40) a-ko           malia-ini             ka   la    ickal         kia 
    [Top-when.Past  Stat.Subj:dawn-3S.Gen  Top  then  Dyn.NFin:get up  that 
    tamatama 
    middle-aged man ] 

‘When it was dawn, the father got up.’               (Tona Texts, 04-003-a) 
 

Temporal clauses can be employed in forming ‘when’ questions (Li 1997a).  As 

shown in (41a-b), the temporal clauses and the wh-words ‘when’ agree in their time 

frames.  Such constructions can be treated as equational sentences, which are formed 

by two noun phrases. 

 
(41)a. nogian     no      {cl-iso         nian}? 
     [when(future) when.Fut Dyn.Subj:see-2S.Gen 3S.Obl] 
     ‘When will you see him?’                  (Tona Dictionary, <no->, p.49) 
 
   b. kogian    ko      {cl-iso          ian}? 
     [when(past) when.Past Dyn.Subj:see-2S.Gen 3S.Obl]  

 ‘When did you see him?’                   (Tona Dictionary, <ko->, p.37) 
 

In other subordinate clauses designating concession, reasons and effects, genitive 

pronouns are suffixed to the head kwam ‘no matter’ and sima ‘because’ and nikoa ‘so’ 

as in (42a-c) to designate the agent participants within the clauses.  When the 

referents of the third person genitive pronouns are specified, they appear in noun 

phrases co-occurring with genitive case markers as in (42b) 
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(42)a. …{kwam-ili        i-baa-a13}           ka   i-doo 
     [  no matter-1S.Gen  Neg-Dyn.NFin:give-*  Top  Neg-Dyn.NFin:can 
     po-motomoto  ki     gili… 
     put-mouth     Nom  younger sibling] 

 ‘… No matter whether I give her (something to eat) or not, (your) sister can’t  
put it in her mouth.’                      (Tona Texts, 07-014-h, revised) 

  
   b. … no-sivi       mi-kak     {sima-ni        ki    gili 
   [  will-go back  will-1S.Nom  because-3S.Gen  Gen  younger sibling 
   macam   daim-ia14  inono}… 
   Stat.Subj:ill  bear-Neg  Dyn.Subj:sit ] 

 ‘…I will go back since the little sister is ill and she cannot sit…’  
    (Tona Texts, 07-012-f, revised) 
 

   c. maava      koso   ‘ko-sapalaan’  ami      kim-iso,  nikoa-so 
     [Stat.Fin:court 2S.Nom 1S.Nom-marry  Dyn.Fin:so heart-2S.Gen  so-2S.Gen  

i-aokay15          maava        na   valak-ili 
Neg-Dyn.NFin:come  Stat.Subj:court  Obl  child-1S.Gen] 
‘You are courting (her) and you think, “I will marry her,” so you come to court 
my child.’                               (Tona Texts, 10-012-e, revised) 

     

3.7.4 Assimilation with the Negator i- and Irrealis16 Morpheme ni- 

The previous two sub-sections show that genitive pronouns are attached to 

wh-words or verbs in interrogative sentences and subordinate clauses, functioning as a 

nominalization device.  Interestingly, when these constructions are in negation or in 

irrealis mood, genitive pronouns are attracted by the negator i- or irrealis morpheme 

ni-.  At the same time, the final vowels of the genitive pronouns are assimilated to i, 

                                                 
13 The verb form inside the clause led by kwam- is always a non-finite form circumfixed with i-…-a, 
which is known as a negator and an imperative morpheme.  Besides, a non-finite verb undergoes 
deletion with -a, such as i-kan-a>i-kan-a ‘not eat’. 
14 The negator -ia is used in irrealis mood, such as events happening in the future. 
15 The verb after nikoa ‘so’ is always prefixed with i- in an affirmative proposition and ma- in a 
negative counterpart.  Whether the prefix i- here is the negator or another morpheme still needs 
further investigation.  See the following example for a negative proposition after nikoa. 

(i) masama      kak   nian   nikoa-li    ma-apo-baka  nian 
[Stat.Fin:dislike  1S.Nom 3S.Obl  so-1S.Gen  Neg-out-word  3S.Obl] 
‘I don’t like him so I don’t talk to him.’ 

16 In the texts examined, this irrealis morpheme ni- denotes counterfactual, subjunctive or conditional 
events and indicates probability or deontic sense.  
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such as –so > -si ‘2S.Gen’, -mo > -mi ‘2P.Gen’.  Consider the following examples. 

 
(43)a. a-ko           i-li         ab           kosia    ka 
     [Top-when.Past  Neg-1S.Gen  Dyn.NFin:return  yesterday  Top 

  adivan      koa     ki    titina 
     Stat.Fin:worry  1S.Obl  Nom  mother] 

‘When I didn’t go home yesterday, Mother was worried about me.’  
 
   b. a-ko           i-ti/*i-ta     daimi-a              ka 
     [Top-when.Past  Neg-1PI.Gen  Dyn.NFin:bear-already  Top 

y-a-sasaa       kita 
Dyn.Fin:Real-rest  1PI.Nom] 
‘When we couldn’t stand it, we took a rest.’  
 

   c. a-ko       tamatama    ko   ni-i/*ni-a  
     [Top-Nom  middle-aged  man  when.Past Irr-3S.Gen 
     aokay-la           kia  aba-aba-aba    ka   amwa       koay 

Dyn.NFin:come-still  that  Red-Red-young man  Top  Dyn.Fin:go  that 
  ta-ava-an                         mwa        lb 

LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:leave space-LocNmz  Dyn.Subj:go  Dyn.Subj:open] 
‘Before the young man had come, the father went to the window and opened it.’ 

(Tona Texts, 10-007-c, revised) 
 
(44)a. ka     i-li          wa          solat  ssan? 
     [why   Neg-1S.Gen  Dyn.NFin:go  book   today] 
     ‘Why didn’t I go to school today?’    
 

b. akoa-so      ka   i-si/*i-so     wa           solat  kosia? 
    [why-2S.Gen  Top  Neg-2S.Gen  Dyn.NFin:go  book  yesterday] 
    ‘Why didn’t you go to school?’  
 

c. akoa-nam     ka   ni-nami     doo           mwa        naoay  
  [why-1PE.Gen  Top  Irr-1PE.Gen  Dyn.NFin:can  Dyn.Subj:go  that  

    gg? 
mountain] 
‘Why can’t we go to that mountain?’     

 

As can be seen above, the genitive pronouns are attached to the negator -i and 

irrealis morpheme ni- in temporal subordinate clauses (43a-c) and interrogative 
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sentences (44a-c).  A left-to-right assimilation is obligatory as in (43b-c) and (44b-c).  

The verb forms following i- and ni- are non-finite as they are in main clauses such as 

the following examples. 

 
(45)a. a-koay   biilan   ka   la    i-igoo-a                 kak… 
     [Top-that  following Top  then  Neg-Dyn.NFin:know-already  1S.Nom ] 
     ‘The rest (of the story), I do not know it…’           (Tona Texts, 01-005-a) 
 
  b. …no       doo-ini               ka   ni-kamani     ko   

   [ when.Fut  Dyn.Subj:can-3S.Gen  Top  Irr-Stat.NFin:be  Obl   
sapalaan     na   valak-ili… 
Dyn.Fin:marry  Obl  child-1S.Gen] 

     ‘If he can do it, he will be the one who can marry my child.’ 
(Tona Texts, 10-012-i) 

 

Compared with other Formosan languages, the negators which are attached to by 

bound personal pronouns can be found in Atayal, Paiwan and Mantauran Rukai. (Yeh 

et al. 1998)  However, they occur in matrix clauses instead of nominalized clauses in 

Tona Ruaki.  Besides, the pronouns attracted to the negators are nominative in 

Atayal and Paiwan while they are genitive in Tona and Mantauran Rukai. 

After comparing affirmative/realis subordinate clauses with negative/irrealis 

ones, the negator i and the realis morpheme ni can be analogized with verbs.  In the 

previous section, genitive pronouns are suffixed to subjunctive verbs in subordinate 

clauses.  In the same syntactic environment but a negative/irrealis counterpart, they 

are suffixed to the negator and irrealis morpheme and followed by non-finite verbs.  

This phenomenon suggests that the negator i and irrealis morpheme ni belong to the 

verb class but they subcategorize non-finite verbs17 rather than subjunctive forms18.  

                                                 
17 Other words that must be followed by non-finite verbs include si ‘and’, la ‘then’, so ‘then’ and 
verbal prefixes. 
18 In a serial verb construction, the subjunctive form should be used for the second verb.  See the 
following example. 
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To sum up this section, genitive pronouns are suffixed to the possessed nouns to 

designate possessive relation.  They can also be attached to wh-words or verbs in 

interrogative sentences and subordinate clauses, which functions to nominalize these 

constructions.  A new finding made in the current study shows that genitive 

pronouns are attached to the negator or irrealis morpheme in interrogative and 

subordinate constructions along with phonological assimilation. 

 

3.8 Word Order 

The ordering of pronouns has been discussed in Zeitoun (1995, 2003), Li (1997a) 

and Huang et al. (1999b).  This section aims to modify some of their statements and 

compensate the gap in previous studies. 

In Tona, nominative pronouns always precede oblique ones as presented in 

Section 3.3.1.  When more than one free pronoun or one pronoun and one lexical 

noun phrase co-occur in a sentence, they have a fixed word order.  First, consider the 

following example. 

 
(46) …“syama-so       ami         kosi     koi     nian    ko  

[  because-2S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:so  2S.Nom  1S.Obl  3S.Obl  when.Past  
dwavac-iso… 
Dyn.Subj:leave-2S.Gen ] 
‘… Because when you left you told me: …’    (Tona Texts, 04-018-b, revised) 

 

As can be seen in (46), if two oblique pronouns co-occur, the one which denotes the 

recipient will precede the other denoting the patient.  It is semantic roles that 

determine their word order, which is pointed out in Huang et al. (1999b) but not 

specified clearly. 

                                                                                                                                            
(i) a-ki      isay  ka   (a)m-wa    taomoma  akamolo 

[Top-Nom Isay   Top  Dyn.Fin-go  field     Dyn.Subj:work] 
‘Isai went to the field to work.’                                  (Tona Texts, 02-002-a) 
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Second, when nouns and pronouns co-occur, pronouns always precede nouns 

regardless of their semantic roles and cases.  Consider the following examples. 

 
(47)a. w-a-kan           kak   na  doo 

 [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat 1S.Nom Obl  cooked food] 
 ‘I ate (rice).’                           (Tona Dictionary, <kan>, p.32) 
 

a’. * w-a-kan         na   doo        kak 
  [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat Obl  cooked food  1S.Nom ] 
 

   b. … so  kagagooco-a      koa   ki   titina            mya 
 [  just Stat.NFin:pity-already 1S.Obl Nom middle-aged woman Dyn.Subj:so] 

‘… then (my) mother pitied me.’            (Tona Texts, 04-013-g, revised) 
 

   b’.*…so kagagooco-a      ki  titina              koa   mya 
[ just Stat.NFin:pity-already Nom middle-aged woman 1S.Obl Dyn.Subj:so ] 

 

The pronoun kake ‘1S.Nom’ in (47a) denotes the agent role/nominative case while the 

pronoun koa ‘1S.Obl’ in (47b) denotes the patient/oblique case.  They both precede 

the lexical noun phrases, which serve as the patient (oblique case) in (47a) and the 

experiencer (nominative case) in (47b). 

The word order of pronouns and lexical noun phrases in Tona can be summarized 

as follows: (1) Pronouns precede lexical noun phrases; (2) nominative pronouns 

precede oblique ones; (3) recipient oblique pronouns precede patient ones; (4) the 

distribution of third person free nominative pronouns resembles that of full lexical 

noun phrases, which is presented in Zeitoun (1995) and will be demonstrated along 

with other demonstrative issues in Section 3.10.1.  

 

3.9 Variants 

In the data examined, there are some variants of pronouns.  They can be viewed 

as free variants since one form is not in complementary distribution with the other, 

but one may be used more frequently than the other, and the one used less often tends 
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to appear in a certain kind of environment, which may be phonological, 

morphological, or syntactic.  This section will present theses conditions where the 

variants occur. 

 

3.9.1 Phonological Environment 

In Table 3.2, the first vowel i of all genitive pronouns is parenthesized as -(i)li 

‘1S.Gen’, which means the vowel i may be deleted after attaching to the stem.  This 

deletion is for simplification of vowel sequences as in (48a).  However, most of the 

time, this vowel i of genitive pronouns is retained.  The last vowel of the stem is 

deleted except for low vowel a as in (48b-c).  The presence or absence of the vowel i 

does not make any differences in meaning as in (48c).  Therefore, these two forms 

are variants. 

 
(48)a. patia-so ‘make-2S.Gen                           (Tona Texts,04-018-a) 
 
   b. motomoto ‘mouth’ vs. motomot-ia ‘mouth-3S.Gen’   (Tona Texts, 11-012-c) 
 

 c. aa-a / aa-ia ‘take-3S.Gen’                     (Tona Texts, 05-017-c) 

 

3.9.2 Morphological Environment: Form Reducing 

In the pair koa/nakoa ‘1S.Obl’, koa is treated as a shortened form of nakoa by Li 

(1997a).  In the texts, koa occurs much more often than nakoa.  As in (49a), nakoa 

serves as the adressee (indirect object) of some utterance verb, which is replaced by 

mya/ami ‘so’.  Likewise, koa serves the same role as in (49b).  There is no meaning 

difference between them.  Therefore, they are variants. 

 
(49)a. “bwaa-a               talaaaman-ili  no       tivalak-iso 

 [Dyn.Subj:lie down-Imp  totem-1S.Gen   when.Fut  give birth-2S.Gen  
 na  abayan”  ami        nakoa 
 Obl female     Dyn.Fin:so  1S.Obl ] 
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 ‘ “Put down my totem when you give birth to a girl,” he said to me.’ 
(Tona Texts, 04-007-b, revised) 
 

   b. “ko-davac,             maitikaykay-a    koa    
     [1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:leave  Dyn.Subj:tell-Imp  1S.Obl  
     ta-ik-an-ini, …  
     LocNmz-at:this-LocNmz-3S.Gen] 
     ‘I want to go.  Tell me the place,…’                (Tona Texts, 04-016-a) 

 

3.9.3 Syntactic Environment 

Consider the following pairs of pronouns: kak/kaki ‘1S.Nom’, koso/kosi 

‘2S.Nom, kita/kiti ‘1PI.Nom’ -(i)so/-(i)si ‘2S.Gen’, -(i)ta/-(i)ti ‘1PI.Gen’, -(i)a/-(i)i 

‘3S/P.Gen’.  These pairs have been reported in the morphophonemic alternations in 

Li (1997a) but the environment for these alternations has not been specified yet.  As 

can be found, the last vowel of the former form, no matter what it is (, o, or a), is 

replaced by i in the latter form.  In the texts studied, the former one is used much 

more frequently.  The latter one appears just in a few sentences, where it is directly 

followed by an oblique pronoun, unrestricted in person or number as shown in the 

following examples. 

 
(50)a. w-a-igoo              kaki    mosoa no-kaay   mi-koso     
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-know  1S.Nom  2S.Obl will-tender  will-2S.Nom  
     gili-a, … 
     younger sibling-Obl ] 
     ‘I know that you will treat the younger sister tenderly…’ (Tona Texts, 07-020-a) 
      
   b. w-a-igoo              kak    mosoa  madalam    koso 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-know  1S.Nom  2S.Obl  Stat.Fin:love  2S.Nom 

valak-ili 
child-1S.Gen] 

     ‘I know that you love my child.’                    (Tona Texts, 10-009-a) 
 
(51) a-sa-silap              kita    no       mya-ti            nian  
    [Ref-Red-Dyn.NFin:look for 1PI.Nom when.Fut  Dyn.Subj:so-1PI.Gen 3S.Obl  
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ko   siakamodo  yan-ita     no       mya-ti              nian 
Obl  use for:die  so-1PI.Gen  when.Fut  Dyn.Subj:so-1PI.Gen  3S.Obl  
i-ti          paiicg  biicii          pala-ita 
Neg-1PI.Gen  right      Dyn.Subj:listen  spouse-1PI.Gen] 
‘When we do not listen to our huabands/wives, we ourselves are incurring death.’ 

(Tona Texts, 05-026-b, revised) 
 

In (50a), kaki is directly followed by an oblique pronoun mosoa.  But it is not in 

complementary distribution with its counterpart.  As shown in (50b), kak may be 

used in the same syntactic environment.  Likewise, the variants of genitive pronouns 

appear in the same environment as shown in (51).  Therefore, the latter forms are 

variants of the former ones with the latter ones being restricted to the position directly 

before an oblique pronoun. 

 

3.10  Third Person Pronouns 

Like the other Rukai dialects and Tsou, third person pronouns in Tona Rukai 

make a distinction in visibility.  Yet, unlike most Formosan languages, Tona Rukai 

along with Maga and Budai Rukai lacks a distinction in number for third person 

pronouns.  As presented in Zeitoun (1995) and Huang et al. (1999b), the third person 

nominative pronouns are absent but derived from demonstratives.  Such a 

development can be found in Maga Rukai, Budai Rukai, Isbukun Bunun and perhaps 

Tsou.  This section aims to discuss the differences between grammaticalized 

demonstratives as third person pronouns and the other demonstratives.  In addition, 

reexamination of visibility for the short nominative will be presented. 

 

3.10.1 Demonstratives as Third Person Pronouns 

Table 3.3 presents the demonstrative system in Tona Rukai in the current study: 
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Table 3.3 Demonstratives of Tona Rukai 

 Pronoun /Demonstrative Location Time 

Prox. 

kikay 

nakay 
nakay 

nakay-la ‘now’ 

na-kikay-la 
‘lately’ 

Nom. 
kini  

kioay (far) Vis. 

Obl. naoay 

naoay 

Nom. kia 

Dist. 

Inv. 
Obl. -- 

koay (far) kooay 

koay-la 
‘before’ 

 

The demonstratives in Tona Rukai are differenciated in terms of distance, visibility 

and case.  It is observed that the case distinction for proximal demonstratives is, 

however, just a tendency in Tona Texts.  These demonstratives can precede nouns as 

a determiner or serve as pronouns.  Morphologically speaking, they contain identical 

forms with the nominal case markers, which are ki-, na- and ko-.  Those beginning 

with ki- tend to designate nominative nouns; those with na- tend to denote oblique 

nouns; those with ko- are not restricted in case.  Their case distinction roughly 

corresponds to that of nominal case markers except that na before common nouns 

appears to be neutral.  See the following examples for the case designation of the 

demonstratives. 

 
(52)a. laoco     kikay / kini / kioay /kia / koay 
     [Laoco    this/that(vis)/ that (vis.far.)/that (inv.)/ that (inv. far.)] 
     ‘This/That is Laoco.’   
 

a’. tiican       kikay/kini/kioay/kia/koay                 b-bk 
     [Stat.Fin:small  this/that (vis.)/that (vis.far)/that (inv.)/that (inv.far)  Red-pig] 
     ‘This/That pig is small.’ 
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   b. madalam    kak    nakay/naoay/koay/ nian (*kini)/ian(*kia) 
     [Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom this/that (vis.)/that (inv.far)/ 3S.Obl(vis.)/3S.Obl(inv.)]  
     ‘I like this/that/*him/*him.’ 
   
 b’. madalam    kak    nakay/naoay/koay/*kini/*kia 

     [Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom  this/that (vis)/that(inv.far)/*that (vis.)/*that (inv.)  
b-bk 
Red-pig] 

     ‘I like this/that pig.’ 
 

As shown in (52a-b’), the demonstratives function either as pronouns in (52a, b) or as 

determiners in (52a’, b’).  Examples (52a-a’) show their nominative function and 

(52b-b’) show the oblique designation.  The demonstratives kini and kia have been 

adopted to serve as the third person nominative pronouns as reported in Zeitoun (1995) 

and Huang et al. (1999b).  In the oblique position (52b), they must be changed into 

the third person oblique pronouns nian and ian respectively.  

However, proximal demonstratives exhibit an exception to this case distinction.  

See the following examples. 

 
(53)a. …no-doo            mo-komo    sapalaan  kikay  valak-ili… 

 [  will-Dyn.NFin:can  will-2P.Nom  marry     this    child-1S.Gen] 
 ‘…you will be able to marry my child…’             (Tona Texts, 10-009-e) 
    

b. no-doo            mo-komo     sapalaan  koa 
 [will-Dyn.NFin:can  will-2P.Nom  marry      1S.Obl] 
 ‘You will be able to marry me.’ 
 

Compare (53a) and (53b), which share the same syntactic structure.  From the 

oblique case of the patient in (53b), the noun phrase preceded by kikay in (53a) is 

analyzed as oblique.  There are several such instances in Tona Texts which violate 

the case distinction but kikay denoting nominative case still enjoys much higher 

frequency in the corpus. 
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Another phenomenon that needs noticing is the word order.  Although 

demonstratives can be used as third person pronouns, they do not follow the word 

order exhibited by other pronouns.  Consider the following examples. 

 
(54)a. patikm        koa    kini 
     [Dyn.Fin:frighten  1S.Obl  3S.Nom ] 
     ‘He frightened me.’  
 
   b. * patikm       kini     koa 
     [ Dyn.Fin:frighten  3S.Nom  1S.Obl] 
 

In (54a-b), the demonstrative kini is in nominative case according to the syntactic 

structure.  Unlike other pronouns, which follow the fixed word order Nom-Obl, the 

nominative demonstrative pronoun follows the oblique pronoun as lexical noun 

phrases do.  

Besides, unlike personal pronouns, demonstratives can be preceded by case 

markers to denote third person plural participants as shown in (55a-c). 

 
(55)a. w-a-kan         ko    koay  na   doo 
     [Dyn.Fin-Real-eat  Nom  that    Obl  rice] 
     ‘Those people are eating rice.’  
 
   b. wa-la,        ni-owa              ki     nakay19  akamolo 
     [come:Imp-still  3P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:go  Nom  here     Dyn.Subj:work] 
     ‘Come!  Let the people here work.’  
 
   c. madalam   kak   na  naoay / na  nakay 
     [Stat.Fin:like 1S.Nom Obl that     Obl  this] 
     ‘I like those/these.’ 
 

It can be observed in (55a-c) that ki and ko designate the nominative case and na the 

oblique case.  This distinction of case markers preceding demonstratives corresponds 
                                                 
19 Other examples include ki kikay ‘these people just in front’ and ki naoay ‘the people over there’.  
Example (55b) shows that ko koay or na nakay is formed not by reduplicating ko in koay or na in 
nakay but by a case marker preceding a demonstrative pronoun.   
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to the analysis of the nominal case marking in Li (1997a) but differs from the current 

analysis as discussed in Section 2.4.  This phenomenon may suggest that case 

neutralization of ko and na is a modern development and that the retention of case 

distinction in ko and na can still be found in the noun phrases consisting of 

demonstrative pronouns. 

 

3.10.2  Visibility in Third Person Pronouns 

Previous studies have reported that the third person pronouns make a distinction 

in visibility as shown in (56a-b). 

 
(56)a. masama    nian  ki    ipolo 
     [Stat.Fin:dislike 3S.Obl Nom  Ipolo] 
     ‘Ipolo dislikes him.’  (He is visible on the spot.) 
 
   b. masama      ian  ki    ipolo 
     [Stat.Fin:dislike  3S.Obl Nom  Ipolo] 
     ‘Ipolo dislikes him.’  (He is invisible, not on the spot.) 
 

However, when a referent is invisible but the speaker roughly knows his location, 

the visible third person pronouns are used instead of invisible ones as in (57). 

 
(57) y-a-kay-ini       nino? 

[at-Real-this-3S.Gen where] 
‘Where is he?’  (He is in the Tona village.) 

 

Semantically, a where-question should inquire an “invisible” referent.  However, -ini 

is a third person “visible” pronoun.  According to our consultant, Ms. Tian, the 

speaker who asks this question knows the person is in the Tona village but not his 

exact location.  However, another consultant, Ms. Ke, cannot tell the difference 

between the use of -ini and that of -ia in (57) but -ini seems nearer than -ia.  This 

use of the visible -ini rather than the invisible -ia suggests that an invisible entity 
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within a known scope is treated as visible in the speaker’s mind. 

In Huang et al. (1999b), third person nominative pronoun ni- refers only to a 

singular visible entity.  In the Tona Texts, it may designate both singular and plural, 

both visible and invisible entities.  Consider the following example. 

 
(58)a. aokay-a           wamc        na   bk  nosia    la  

 [Dyn.Subj:come-Imp  Dyn.Subj:bring  Obl  pig    tomorrow  then  
 paowa           po-aii,     ni-doo               ki   pat 
 Caus:Dyn.NFin:go Caus:to-inside  3S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:can  Nom Pangetedre 
 aboal… 
 Dyn.Subj:come out] 
‘“Bring (me) a pig tomorrow,” she was told, “and put it inside to let Pangetedre 
come out .”’                                    (Tona Text, 01-002-c) 

 
   b. ni-doo                ko    koay       aboal 
     [3P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:can  Nom  that (inv. far)  Dyn.Subj:come out] 
     ‘Those people can come out.’  
 

In (58a), ni- refers to ki pat, which is missing in the story and thus an invisible 

entity.  In (58b), the referent of ni-, ko koay, refers to those people, who are 

invisible as well.  Here, ni- designates both plural and invisible entities.  Therefore, 

the current study does not restrict ni- to singular visible third person participants. 

To sum up this section, demonstratives in Tona Rukai make distinctions in 

distance, visibility and case.  Their morphology also shows resemblance to that of 

case markers although the case distinction for proximal demonstratives seems to be 

only a tendency.  The third person nominatives are derived from demonstratives so 

their distribution differs from the other personal pronouns but resembles lexical noun 

phrases.  Some other demonstratives can be preceded by case markers to designate 

third person plural participants.  Next, although visibility differentiates two sets of 

third person pronouns, it is not restricted to physical environment but can be extended 

to the speaker’s mind.  Finally, this study eliminates the restriction of the short 
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nominative ni- only to singular visible entities. 

 

3.11  Impersonal Pronouns 

Based on Zeitoun’s analysis of the Tona Texts, Tona Rukai has one more set of 

pronouns: impersonal pronouns, which mean ‘someone, anyone’, referring to 

indefinite entities.  However, its bound nominative form cannot be found.  This set 

of pronouns has not been reported to exist in other Formosan languages.  It is unique 

among Formosan languages.  The following table lists the set of impersonal 

pronouns. 

Table 3.4 Impersonal pronouns 

Nominative        Case 
 Person 

Topic 
Free Bound 

Oblique Genitive

Impersonal kimad -- modoa -(i)mad
 

Impersonal pronouns kimad/modoa/-(i)mad do not designate any specific 

referents.  As shown in examples (59a-c), they may refer to “anyone” in (59a-b), and 

“anyone of us” in (59c).  

 
(59)a. a-no          mam-ini-a               na   blbl  ka 

 [Top-when.Fut  Stat.Fin:ripe-3S.Gen-already  Gen  banana   Top 
 w-a-doo         kimad     kwan 
 Dyn.Fin-Real-can  Imprs.Nom  Dyn.Subj:eat] 
 ‘When bananas become ripe, one can eat them.’ 
 

b. a-no          sidaan-imad   na   alapi  ka  matatlk 
  [Top-when.Fut  live-Imprs.Gen  Obl  slate  Top  Stat.Fin:cool] 
 ‘If one lives in a slate house, he will feel cool.’  

 
c. toloan-ini      kia  no       maitikikay-(i)ni  modoa, 

[origin-3S.Gen  that  when.Fut  tell-3S.Gen      Imprs.Obl 
  
ty-a-maloloay      kia     mya 

 tell-Real-Red:story  3S.Nom  Dyn.Subj:so ] 
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 ‘I will narrate it the way it was told to us.’            (Tona Text, 10-001-b) 
 

In Li (1997a), this set of pronouns is glossed as ‘self’.  Sometimes, our 

consultants also translated them as such.  However, its nominative form can co-occur 

with a reflexive verbal prefix ai- as in (60).  If it is a reflexive pronoun, the reason 

for double reflexive marking needs further investigation. 

 
(60) a-no         si-kopii-li        la   ai-ca-cl       kimad   la  

[Top-when.Fut wear-clothes-1S.Gen then Ref-Red-Dyn.NFin:see Impr.Nom then  
kaagii-a            paibat ka   mabab      kimad    saokoa 
Stat.NFin:good-already  exceed Top  Stat.Fin:happy  Impr.Nom  very ] 
‘When I put on clothes, then I looked at myself and (found) the way I dressed 
was very good, I was very happy.’ 
 

On the other hand, our consultants often translated this set of pronouns as 

referents in first person.  Indeed, they share an idiosyncratic feature with the first 

person pronouns.  The oblique form can serve as the experiencers of some state 

verbs like 1S.Obl and 1PE.Obl pronouns as (61) shows. 

 
(61) maio         modoa/koa/namia 
    [Stat.Fin:thirsty  Imprs.Obl/1S.Obl/1PE.Obl]   
    ‘I/We am/are thirsty.’  
 

However, this set of pronouns is not restricted to the first person.  They can refer to 

the second person as well.  Example (62) shows that kimad refers to a second 

person addressee ‘you’. 

 
(62) … a-no         ti-valak-iso      na   saoalay ka   la    wa 

[ Top-when.Fut make-child-2S.Gen  Obl  male   Top  then  Dyn.NFin:go 
dl        kimad     koay  talaaaman-ili 
Dyn.Subj:rise up  Imprs.Nom  that    totem pole-1S.Gen ] 
‘…If you give birth to a boy, lift up my totem pole.’     (Tona Texts, 04-013-d) 
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From examples (59-62), this set of pronouns can refer to individuals in first person, 

second person, or non-specific ones.  Their referents are indefinite.  Therefore, they 

are analyzed as impersonal. 

In Tona texts, five types of contexts in which impersonal pronouns occur can be 

identified: (i) conditions as in (59a-b) above; (ii) commanding as in (63a); (iii) 

warning as in (63b); (iv) showing misery as in (63c); and (v) providing advice/moral 

as in (63d).  First, impersonal pronouns are used canonically when the speaker is 

talking about a condition involving no particular participants.  In the previous 

paragraph, Examples (59a-b) have already demonstrated this non-specific referencial 

function.  The other four contexts will be illustrated in the following examples. 

 
(63)a. … mo-davac-a-,                   a-no 
     [  2P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:leave-Imp-Emph  Top-when.Fut  

mwa-imo-a               ko   ta-iyobo-an                    ka 
Dyn.Subj:go-2P.Gen-already  Obl  LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:gather-LocNmz  Top 

     no-cl         mo-komo     ta-inono-an-ini 
     will-Dyn.NFin:see  will-2P.Nom   LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:sit-LocNmz-3S.Obl 
     ki  tatava,          y-a-kay     itipaiaiai,  am-wa      kimad 
     Gen middle-aged man  at-Real-this  totem        Dyn.Fin-go  Imprs.Nom 
     i-kay inono… 
     at-this Dyn.Subj:sit ] 

‘Then leave and go to the resting area (where) you will see the seat of your 
father (with) a totem; go there and sit.’               (Tona Texts, 04-010-c) 

 
   b. mao,    a-no          dwavac-iso           mwi 
     [Daddy  Top-when.Fut  Dyn.Subj:leave-2S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:go  
     ta-boko-an                            ka   w-a-cl     
     LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:lay (field) at rest-LocNmz  Top Dyn.Fin-Real-see  

kimad    waomaca 
Imprs.Nom  be careful ] 

     ‘Daddy, when you walk to the mountains (uncultivated land), be careful.’ 
(Tona Texts, 05-022-g, revised) 

   c. abaili        modoa    si    i-doo     kimad    i-baivi 
     [Stat.Fin:tired  Imprs.Obl  and  Neg-can  Imprs.Nom  at-village] 
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     ‘I am tired but I can’t take a rest.’  
 
   d. no-doo           mi-kinam,   no      mya-mad,          no 
     [will-Dyn.NFin:can will-1PE.Nom when.Fut Dyn.Subj:so-Imprs.Gen when.Fut 
     i-kay-ini      na    kociaan,  mapadodoo   no 
     at-this-3S.Gen  Nom  difficult    Stat.Fin:easy  when.Fut 

papaya-mad            na    pl  na   maaka-koa-a 
Dyn.Subj:follow-Imprs.Gen  Obl  god     Obl  all-thing-Sup ] 
‘We can do everything.  When there is any difficulty, everything will become 
easy (to carry out) if we follow God in everything.’ 

(Tona Texts, 11-021-c, revised) 
 

Example (63a) shows a second context, where the speaker is giving a command to the 

hearer.  Third, (63b) is uttered when the speaker is giving warning of danger to the 

hearer.  Fourth, (63c) is used to show the speaker’s own misery.  Finally, (63d) is a 

moral at the end of the story.  In these examples, the impersonal pronouns may refer 

to the second person participants in (63a-b) or the first person participants in (63c-d). 

The canonical referent of an impersonal pronoun is indefinite.  However, these 

contexts suggest that the usage of impersonal pronouns can be triggered by extra- 

linguistic factors.  This usage appears to be a device of hedging.  An order, warning 

or advice giving may encounter resistance from the addressees.  A miserable 

situation is undesirable for the speaker.  Because impersonal pronouns do not refer to 

any specific individual, they are used to reduce the imposed force onto the addressees.  

In describing a miserable situation, impersonal pronouns are used to reduce the 

speaker’s embarrassment or raise sympathy from the addressees since such misery 

can happen to any person including the addressees. 

To sum up, impersonal pronouns designate indefinite/non-specific entities.  

When they refer to specific participants, not matter what person they are, they serve as 

a hedging strategy to reduce imposement on the addressees or embarrassment of the 

speakers. 
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3.12  Plural Pronouns 

When plural pronouns are used, one of the non-speaker/non-addressee 

participants is sometimes specified/uttered.  Consider (64a-b) below.  

 
(64)a. …“mo-kan-                ki    gili            nakay  b-b” 

 [  2P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:eat-Emph  Nom  younger sibling  this   Red-meat ] 
 ‘…“You (you and the younger sister) (can) eat the meat.”’ (Tona Text, 05-024-f) 
      

b. si   la    kaabab      kinam  ki  gili,          “no-kan  
 [and then  Stat.NFin:happy 1PE.Nom Nom younger sibling will-Dyn.NFin:eat 
 mi-kita       na   doo”      mya... 
 will-1PI.Nom  Obl  staple food  Dyn.Subj:so] 
 ‘And we (the younger sister and I) were happy to (be able to) eat.’ 

(Tona Texts, 05-021-b) 
 

c. si   la    ab-a                  ki     titina 
 [and then  Dyn.NFin:come back-already  Nom  middle-aged woman 
twamasi          namia    gili-a… 
Dyn.Subj:abandon  1PE.Obl  younger sibling-Obl] 

 ‘Then mother went back and she abandoned us, my little sister and, me…’ 
(Tona Texts, 05-021-e) 

 
In (64a), mo- ‘2P.Nom’ refers to ‘you and your younger sister’.  Both kinam ‘1PE. 

Nom’ in (64b) and namia ‘1PE.Obl’ in (64c) refer to ‘my younger sister and I’.  

Syntactically, the use of mo- and kinam is sufficient, but one of the participants, ki 

gili/gilia, which has been included in these pronouns, is still stated.  Although these 

specified participants play a comitative role, their case realization actually follows 

their host pronouns.  Unlike Marynax Atayal, which has a comitative case marker ki 

(Huang 1995), the comitative role in Tona Rukai is not denoted morphologically. 
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3.13  Coreferential with Other Pronouns or Lexical Noun Phrases 

In Tona Texts, bound nominative pronouns and oblique pronouns may co-occur 

with coreferential free nominative pronouns or lexical noun phrases.  First, consider 

bound nominative pronouns. 

 
(65)a. la    mo-paagl-a                  komo    biciii        nakay  

  [then  2P.Nom-Dyn.NFin:prepare-already  2P.Nom  Dyn.Subj:hear  this 
  baka-ili       moan”  la    ya          nian   na    pl 
  word-1S.Gen  2P.Obl   then  Dyn.NFin:so  3S.Obl  Nom  God] 
  ‘“Prepare (yourself) as I tell you,” said the God.’       (Tona Texts, 11-015-j) 
 
b. “aokay-a           wamc       na    bk  nosia    la   
 [Dyn.Subj:come-Imp  Dyn.Subj:bring  Obl  pig     tomorrow  then  
 paowa            po-aii,     ni-doo               ki   pat 
 Caus:Dyn.NFin:go  Caus:to-inside  3S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:can  Nom Pangetede 

     aboal”           la    ya 
 Dyn.Subj:come out  then  Dyn.NFin:so]  

‘“Bring (me) a pig tomorrow,” she was told, “and put it inside to let Pangetede 
come out .”’                                    (Tona Text, 01-002-c) 
 

It is found that in one sentence with mo- ‘2P.Nom’ and all sentences with ni- 

‘3S.Nom’ in the texts examined, the referents of the bound nominative pronouns also 

appear in the same sentences.  For example, mo- ‘2P.Nom’ are cross-referenced with 

komo ‘2P.Nom’ in (65a)20 and ni- ‘3S.Nom’ with ki pat ‘Pangetede (a man’s 

name)’ in (65b).  This shows that short nominative pronouns may co-refer with their 

clausemate full noun phrases or free nominative pronouns, that is, the other 

nominative NP in the same clause.  This feature reinforces the non-syntactic function 

of bound nominative pronouns as discussed in Section 3.5.  

Similarly, oblique pronouns co-occur with their coreferential lexical noun 

                                                 
20 According to Zeitoun (p.c.), this sentence is very marked.  However, the cooccurrence of long and 
short nominative is apparently acceptable as Li (1996b) reports. 
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phrases very often, especially the third person invisible pronouns. 

 
(66)a. …no-kaay           mi-koso       namia   maa-tina 
     [  will-Stat.NFin:tender  will-2S.Nom  1PE.Obl  Rec-middle-aged woman] 
     ‘… you will take care of us, mother and daughter.’     (Tona Texts, 07-020-a) 

 
   b. aokay        maa           na   sa-ya-ya 
     [Dyn.Fin:come  Dyn.Subj:take  Obl  InstNmz-Red-Dyn.NFin:dig 

iya           ian   koay alaliapi 
Dyn.Subj:dig out  3S.Obl  that   Red:stone] 

     ‘(He) came and took the digging instrument to dig that stone out.’ 
(Tona Texts, 12-010-e) 

 
As shown in the examples above, namia ‘1PE.Obl’ refers to maatina ‘mother and 

daughter’ in (66a) and ian ‘3S/P.Obl’ refers to koay alaliapi ‘that stone’ in (66b).  

Although these oblique pronouns are not syntactically obligatory, such expressions 

appear in texts frequently.  It is well-known that the referents of pronouns should be 

easily accessible in previous discourse.  This co-occurrence is found most frequently 

in the third person invisible oblique pronoun, which is relatively difficult to identify 

among other pronouns.  Therefore, the redundant appearance of the coreferential 

lexical NPs is very likely to be a strategy to assure the identifiability of these 

pronouns by the listeners or serve as an emphatic device. 

 

3.14  Summary 

This chapter reviews previous studies on personal pronouns and provides new 

findings in the present study.  Section 3.1 reviews seven related previous studies, 

including Li (1977, 1996, 1997a, 1997b), Zeitoun (1995, 2003) and Huang et al. 

(1999b).  Section 3.2 presents sets of personal pronouns in the present study, which 

roughly agree with those presented in Huang et al. (1999b) but with some 

modification regarding an additional label of topic and slight differences in the word 
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forms. 

Next comes the demonstration of the usage regarding each set of pronouns.  

Section 3.3 discusses the issues on free nominative pronouns including their syntactic 

functions and distribution as the subject in the matrix clauses and the complement 

clauses of utterance and cognition verbs.  They appear directly in the post-predicate 

position.  The use of free nominative pronouns in complement clauses shows the 

finite status of these clauses, which corresponds to Givo n’s binding hierarchy. 

Section 3.4 demonstrates topic pronouns in the pre-predicate position.  Topic 

pronouns share the same forms with free nominative pronouns.  In topic 

constructions, they are often prefixed with a- and followed by ka as lexical noun 

phrases.  They may denote the agent role or the patient role with a resumed oblique 

pronoun in the matrix clause. 

Section 3.5 discusses several aspects on short nominative pronouns, including 

their designation of the speaker’s/agent’s volition, irrealis mode, their emphatic 

function in imperative sentences.  These characteristics indicate that their functions 

exceed the mere grammatical level, reaching the pragmatic level. 

Section 3.6 demonstrates the usage of oblique pronouns.  They are free in 

distribution, designating non-subject roles.  When denoting the experiencers of some 

stative verbs, oblique pronouns are used to indicate an affected subject.  Such an 

analysis is generated from the semantic properties of these verbs, the restriction to the 

first person singular and plural exclusive pronouns and the asymmetry between 

affirmative and negative counterparts.  In denoting the possessors in kinship, such 

usage is restricted to one’s own or older generations.  A double oblique marking is 

observed, which has not been reported yet.  However, the different oblique marking 

regarding the kinship term gili ‘younger sibling’ may show a development from 

dependent marking to head marking.  Finally, oblique pronouns may refer to time 
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and location as well. 

Section 3.7 discusses the usage of genitive pronouns including the canonical 

function to designate possessive relation, their appliance in interrogative sentences 

and subordinate clauses to serve as a nominalization device.  In a negative/irrealis 

subordinate clauses and interrogatives discussed above, genitive pronouns are 

suffixed to the negator i- or irrealis morpheme ni- and meanwhile undergo left-to right 

phonological assimilation.  

The following sections discuss general features for all pronouns.  Section 3.8 

presents the word order regarding more than one pronoun or pronouns and noun 

phrases.  Basically, they have a fixed word order: (i) pronouns precede lexical noun 

phrases; (ii) nominative pronouns precede oblique pronouns; (iii) recipients precede 

patients; (iv) third person free nominative pronouns resemble lexical noun phrases in 

their distribution. 

Section 3.9 demonstrates the phonological, morphological and syntactic 

environment for their variants.  First, the attachment of genitive pronouns usually 

yields the loss of the final vowel of the host.  Yet, if the final vowel is the low vowel 

a, it is the first vowel i of the genitive pronouns that tends to be omitted.  Second, the 

first person oblique pronoun koa is the reduced form of nakoa and is used much more 

frequently than nakoa now.  Third, the last vowels of nominative and genitive 

pronouns can be replaced by i when followed directly by oblique pronouns. 

Last comes the discussion of particular sets of pronouns which show 

idiosyncratic features.  Section 3.10 discusses two characteristics of third person 

pronouns: (i) demonstratives as their nominative forms and (ii) distinction in visibility. 

First, the demonstratives are distinguished in terms of distance, visibility and probably 

case.  Those with ki- tend to designate nominative nouns; those with na- tend to 

denote oblique nouns; the one with ko- is neutral.  The third person nominative 
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pronouns are derived from two of the distal nominative demonstratives.  However, 

their distribution differs from that of the other personal pronouns but resembles that of 

full lexical noun phrases.  In addition, some of the demonstratives can be preceded 

by case markers to designate plural third person participants.  Second, this study 

expands visibility in the physical world into the psychological sphere and unbinds the 

restriction of the short nominative pronoun ni- to denote only singular visible entities, 

which was reported in Huang et al. (1999b). 

Section 3.11 presents the set of impersonal pronouns, which have not been 

reported in literature.  This set of pronouns can refer to participants in any person or 

non-specific ones.  In studying their contexts in Tona Texts, their usage appears to 

serve as a hedging device.  

Section 3.12 presents the specification of one of the participants included in 

plural pronouns.  This specified noun plays a comitative role but its case marking 

follows that of the plural pronoun.  

Finally, Section 3.13 discusses the co-occurrence of bound nominative/oblique 

pronouns and their coreferential free pronouns and lexical noun phrases.  This 

co-occurrence appears most frequently when the third person invisible pronouns are 

used.  Therefore, this study treats the coreferential NPs as a device to assure the 

listener’s accessibility to the referent of the pronouns.  When the other pronouns 

occur in this situation, the specified NPs are treated as an emphatic function. 
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